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INTRODUCTION 
Thie paper contains an analyai• of the MUB'ical forms, inter­
pretation, and pertol'Wlnoe probl•• of th• piano COllJ>O•itims that wsre 
preeented in recital June JO, 1967. Included also ie a brief biography 
or each oompo••r and a discussion of h18 svl•. 
Th• 0011poaitions ahosen ror recital were selected to round out 
the repertoire of th• J>9rformer. Bach was eh.osen because the performer 
had never pwformed Bach in recital. Sohuma.nn wae ••1eeted because tha 
per.formel"'s background had been weak in this area. The performer had 
n.ver studied piano literatU?'9 of Ravel and •ery little Bartok or oon­
t.porary piano lllUSic. 
Analysis and perto nunc• � th• oompositions presented in 
recital have provided the writer with an inTaluable insight into ea.oh 
oompoeer•s style as well a.s a knowledge of th• pertol'Unoe problems 
1nY01Ted in the muaio. Stud;ying •elected wl"ks, in detail, by a given 
composer hs.s broadened and developed the perfonaer•a interpretative 
abilities and established definite tound.ation upon which to build further 
•tudy or mu.sic. 
1 
2 
JOK·\NN SSBASTIAN BACH (168.5-17.50) 
Johann �ebasti.a.n Bach was bom in Eisenach, Germany e.nd spent. 
his entL'>'>Q life within a comparatively short distance from his birth-
place. He laam9d to play the violin, the harpsichord, and the organ, 
a.nd as a boy soprano he sang in the choir of the aoa.deJl\Y where his 
brother was a teacher. In 1700 he secured s. post at the school of 
" st. Michaels at Lun&burg where, in exchange f'or his own eduoation, he 
played violin and sang 1n the choir. During this time, he of'ten went 
to Hamburg, near tWi.eburg, to hear the organ playing of Reinken. Also, 
he hs.d an opportuniey to hear the ducal orchestra at Celle, a small 
court with Fr-ench :instrumental muaic as the main interest. It was also 
1.n Llineburg that he began the process of self'-instruction uhich con-
tinued throughout his life. Bach ha.d no formal teachers h• taught him-
sel..f to play the violin, t.he harpsichord, and the organ. He a.lso trained 
himsel£ in the polyphonic technique or oomposition. 
In 170.3 Bach held a position as violinist 1n Weim!lr. From 
1703 to 17Cf? he was orgalrl.st and choir director at Arnstadt, during 
which tll'te he visited Buxtehude a.t LUbeck. From 1707 to 1700 he was 
.. 
organit.Jt and choir d.irector at Mul.'lau!l-en. From 1708 on, Ba.ch 's life 
can be divid9d into three distinct periods in which hia mueical activ-
itie• were la�gely determined by the positions he held. 
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The ''iei.-r;ar Period dates from 1708 until 1717. Bach was organist 
and violinist to the court a.t �leima.r. Many of his important works for 
organ a.long with his early church cantatas and some of the harpsichord 
suites were written during this nine year period. 
The second period, the Cot.hen period, sxtend3 trom 1717 to 172J. 
During t.lleae six years Bach was ohapelmaster to the Prince of •\.nhal t-
� .. \,;Othen a. t, Cot.hen. Because there was no organ, Bach's attention was 
given t.o tli.e harpsichord a:.nd the orcllestra. Most of his important 
1nst�e:ntal mnsic, his original ideas concerning keyboard. technique 
(1nclud1.n� a new use of the thumb and ourved position of the hands in 
fingerL"lg), the first volunte of the Well-Tempered g,aVier, and most o:f 
the concertos for solo instruments, ae well as the Brandenburg Concertos 
are £rom t..hl.s period. Interestingly, 1 t wa.s during this time the. t Bach 
made a t..rip to Ham.burg to play for the aged Reinken, whom Bach had 
tra.velecl to hear as a. boy. 
In 1723 dlioh became cantor at the Thomasschule 1n LeiplP,ig, where 
he succeeded Kuhnau. Bach was responsible, e.e oa.ntor, for most of the 
religious m.usic of th& town; a.nd as the nmsioal director tor two 
churches, he had to prepare and arrange the weekly musi.cal services. As 
musician to the universitq, there were large demands to btl met, but in 
spite of thepje duties and the ditf1cult1es involved, this was Bach's 
most productive period. He composed the bulk of the cantatas during 
this period, the great Pas!ions of' st. John and st. ?<�ttbew, the Chris�s 
Oraterio, and the Mass in B minor. The second volume of the WeU­
TE!!FJR!i-ed Clav+.er was completed s.t Leipzig. In 1747 he conxposed A Musical 
Of'fering, e.nd i.'1 1749 '£he Art of tbe fugue. 
81;yle 1n the Well-Tempered Clavier 
The Well-'l!!!p!red CJ.avi•r is in tvo p!'Orta. The first part 
was finished 1n 1722 and the second part wae compiled in 1?4l•. Bach 
ti 
CO!llp<>Sed th• first part during the Coth9J\ period nth1n a relatively 
4 
short tilae. The second part was written atter he had finished most of 
his cantata writing. Many ot the preludes and tugue• of both parts 
were finished before Bach even thought o! a collection. In both parts, 
many of the pieces go back to Bach's earliest �ear5 of composing. 
Bach did not call the 1741" collection \'Vell-Te!!p!red Cl.Avier, 
but simply '1'lwnty-four new preludes and fugu.ea.ul The 1722 collection 
is inscribed the 'Nell-I'empered Clavier by way of celebrating the new 
tl19thod of tuning which was called the well-tempered system. On the old 
keyed instruments it was impossible to play 1.n all keys since the fi..fths 
and t.hirC.s w�u-e tuned according to the absolute intervals. The third 
and fifths were right !or the key 1n which th.y vere tuned, but out o!' 
tune in th8 o't.h•r keys. With the well-tempered tuniJ16, fifths and 
thirds were not tuned absolutely, but relatively. Tue two parts of the 
\'Jell-Tempered Clavier contain identical over-all plans. ·�"!I.ch has � 
prelude and fugue in fffery key of •jor and minor tonAliey-, beginning 
with C !l&jor, .followed by C ablor, and progre••ing then. in chromatic 
order, to B minor. The oollect1on 1s one of bis moat faJ!lOua keyboa.��. 
works. 
'l\le WeU-T•!l?!Nd Clavier va• oonoeived with ••••r&l purpo�es in 
mind. Bach expreaaea th••• purpoae• in the titJ.e to the first TolUin&. 
1.Ubert Schweitzer, J, S, Bach, Vol. 1 (London a Lowe &: Bryd.one 
Printers Ltd., 1949), P• JJJ. 
The Well-'l'e.pred Clavier er Preludes and Fueuen °hlU'ough 
all the tones and semitones, both as recards the "tertia 
�jortt or "Ut Re m," and an concerns the tttertia m.inor1t 
or "'Re .: tt Fa.." For the Use and Profit of the t.bsice.l 
Youth D3s:i.rous of �arning� aa well as for the Pastime 
0£ those Already Skilled in thin Stlldyj dral!>11 up and 
written by Johann Sebastian Ba.ch, O&pellmeister to His 
Serene fli�ness the Prince ot Anhalt-Cothen, eto. and 
ntroctor 05 His Chamber llisic. 
Anno 1722. 
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Six types of preludes nay be found in the Well-Tempered Cl.D.vier. 
They lm'1y be divided into the follovling categories t 
l. Simple arpeggio 
2. Tv-10 or three part irr1Tention 
3. Virtuoso-like 
4. Toccata 
5. Arioso 
6. Orgam 
The preludes do not have sectional f'orm, b1 t derive their form. f'rom 
continuous expansion of a motive or theme. 
�e fugues of the Viell-Te!I!P!re,4 C;l.a�E¥" contain all the devices 
popular during Bach's lifetimei inverDion, diminution, augmentation, 
etrctto, triple counterpcint, etc. The fur�ueo of Part I are either 
three or four-voiced •:d. th the exception of the two-voiced E minor and 
the .five-voiced C oh::trp minor and B flat minor. 
I ffen,est Hutohesoy hope to escape the charge of im­
pertinence 1f I r;uggest a div-lsion of the preludeo and 
fugues into two categories, a greater a.nd a lighter . 
'l'he "lighter" list uould corni)rise the following: 
Noe. 2,3,5,6,9,ll,13,19,21,23, of Part I 
Nos. 6,12,13,15,19,21,24 of Pa.rt II. 
It is marked by the comparative si:"n.plioity of the fugal 
atruoture1 which makes allltt:>at no use of the devices of 
1nveraion, augmentation and diminution, or stretto. Heed 
I add that many of this group c.r0 no l.ess beautiful than 
the more complex pieces? 
2John Gillespie, Five Cen turia� of Kwbo;;itrd Mlei9 (California: 
Wadm1erth Publishing Co., Inc., 1965), p. 1.32. 
I'he 11greater" pnludes and fugues ares 
Nos. 1,4,8,12,14,15,16,17,18,20,22,24 of Part I 3 Nos. 2,J,4,5,7,8,9,10,11,14,16,17,18,20,22,23 ot Part II. 
)fot in any of his .fugues did Bach adhere to exactly the same 
pattern. He made the W!ll-T!!!p!nd Qlaviw the 
invantory o! all previous types of fugue with strong 
am.phasis on the monothematic rugu.. While Baoh did not 
invent a. single new -cype he made of the fugue what it 
stands for todaya a cont.re.punt.al. form of the high.eat 
concentration in which a single cbaraoteriet1o subject 
in continuous expansion pervades a thoroughly unitied 
l#.-101<3. 4 
\meat Hv.tch•son, '.f'.be Literatun of the Piano (NewYorkt 
A. A. Knopf, 1949J, P• )1. 
4r1an!red F. Bukofze.r, Music in the Baroque Era (New Yorks 
w. w. Nort..ori & Co., 1940), p. 286. 
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PRELUDE Il1 B M.�JOR 
PART I, XXIII 
The ?reluda in B major is an invention type of prelude, 
written in tbree part• with a fourth voice added in the final three 
7 
ba.r1, m. 17. There are tvo thematic element•• the a•c.-iding quarter 
note theme and the sixteenth note figuration, which is used trequenUy 
in imitation. 
Bx. 1 mm. 1·3 
·/• . 
The oonjunct l'!IOY-.t  � the qU&!'teP note th.., against tho lin1.ted 
motion ot the 8ixteslth note pnt'tettn cusgeets a mood of serenity :ll".d 
lbe � 1• d1V1ded into three notions with oad.9'088 et 
8 
m. 6, 10, and 1.S. In m. 6 the dominant key 1a firat reacherl, followed 
� a modulaUon to G sbo.rp minor, 1n m. 7. This 1s the beginning o£ the 
�. 1n .. 10, tlh1ab deft.nM G 8harp m1nol'" even mre cl.earls. .. 
�ing eequanoe toUow, moving � threugb F sb4rp Dlljo:r, 
c 8harp 5jor, and E •..1or, Peturning to a l'll!ljoio at m. 15. 
ln perf'ondng this p:."Olooe, ano should think 0£ line. 'l"he 
1nnw voice' is the one � sln3s at the bogi.nning. Imitat.1.ve paooases 
should Also be olari.tioc\ am oadences �•lsed t.hl"OUgb a aligbt broadening, tbe i>Unitst should strive ttn> � betwucwi voicee. 
FUGUE IN B MAJOR 
PA.RT I, X.Xm 
9 
The .ftlf.:,"Ue in 8 Tliljor may be played. stately and majestically. 
Its subject :i.s related to the subject of the prelude; the same notes 
are ua9d. 
Ex. 2 mm. 1•) or Prelude 
\ .L 
' I  
mm. 1-2 of Fugue 
, 
+ --
1 
. . 
� .. : ·. ·" 
. t .. . 
• • �· I .... -,. 
This fugue is a four-voice fugue with a tonal anever. 
' . ' 
i: .. ' 
,._.,,.�!___�-· � # ·,.' • 
. .· 
. � . . ... 
10 
'lbe cot.mtersubject occurs three times 1n the exposition, once slightly 
altered with the second entrance, and only once in the final portion, 
mm. 28 1/8-'34·, in the tonic. At mm. 12-1) and 17, only the latter pa.rt 
of the countersubjeet is used, but the first part 1s used in the episodes 
1n mm. 1J and 26. Inversion of the subject occurs at mm. 18 and 20. 
11 
The fugue' IS subject. ia pg,rticularly adaptable to inversion w1 th the 
interval of fifth between the fourth and fifth notes and the .ascending 
stepwise move,.-uent thereaft.er. A ?'llOdulatory section begins at m. 13, 
lftOVi.ng through. G sharp nil.nor. At m. 29, the f 1.nal portion begins. 
Me&sures 9 and �6 a.re epis<Xies fermed sequentially from a. portioJ"I of the 
oountersubjact.. Foll!"-pa,rt hannori.y prew.Us throughout. 
The performer has chosen to begin the long trills in the 
B major fugue slowly, gradually quickening the altemations and starting 
the trill from the upper auxiliary note and ending it with a termination. 
The t.1•ill begins, as a rule, with the upper a.ooessory 
note, and only in exceptional cases wi.th the principal 
note. In long trills it is desi.rtlbl• first of all to 
linger a moment on the principal note. and then begin 
thl?'l trill with the adjoining note . .. . •  5
A. shskt11 on a tolerably long note should always have a 
te�tion, whether the following note be higher or 
lower . 
t: :.Schweitzer, loc, cit., p .  :)46. 
6\"al ter Emery, Bach• s Ornaments (London: Novello & Co. I.td., 
1949) f p. 1.85 .. 
* 
Entra!'lct'l�: T-ru.1 
Tona.li ties l I 
.B 
B MAJOR FUGUE 
P i.RT I• .X.X Ill 
A-m. J 
v 
F sharp 
s-m. 5 
I 
B 
B-m. 7 
v 
F sharp 
12 
Ep1.sod.a ';it..Bed. on latter part of subject in inver-sion--F sharp major 
:nm. 9-11·�· ()-voiced texture) 
Middle Jc..:ntry in t.he tenor--B major. Only latter part of c.s. is uaed. 
:1 J +> mm. 11 :>-1. 3; 
� 
G> Episooe 1:�.;;ec· on first pa.rt. or c.s.--G sharp ntinol" 
a Illll. tJt-1? 
o Inversion of subject in sopre.no and then alto voice. 
rt mn. 18-20 
Q) 
First part of 
c.s. ueed. 
S> Middle Entry in bas3 o.t :n. 201 and in tenor at in. 23�, using the first 
CD 11111. 20�-?5 I IV part or c.s. 
� B B 
Episod� bls�:1 o:n lat·i�:r part:. of subject in inversion--d.ominant or 
mm. 2.6-2.� t/fJ F sharp 
I . . -..--.-::..l. i..o 
s-m. J1 
v 
F sharp 
T--tenor B-ba.ss 
PRELUDE IN D MINOR 
PART I. VI 
The p��lud& in D m.:'.iz�or is of a toccata n.a'b.rr.e. !t is based 
on a brokan chord figure 'Which is continuously �ded throug.i.� 
13 
wll as aha.ng/;;s in key. 'fna bass eighth not.es are some't.ime3 a pa.rt of 
the clboro; a:c other times they are passing notes, fie in m. 4, Ex. 4. 
After the cadence at m. 6, a modulatory passage follows. There is 
sequential treatment at nn. 6-7 repeated 1n mm. 8-9. At m. 15, there 
is a long seVEli.'l measure tonic pedal. The piece oloses wi t.h a diminished 
seventh chord., m.. 22, &"ld two chords 1n m. 2' ef a domi.."'lant Minor ninth 
on A a..nd a tonic 6 , followed by s. progression of diminished triad• 
' 4  
which culminate :in e. pioarctY thil"d cadence. 
The perforn1er should give special attention to th• ph!'e.sin.g of 
t.h1e prttl'llde in both lines. The bass aoul.d be played legato with a 
break be't"We61n repeat� notes. The top line needs to breathe also. 
Logically, th1£1Sis places will aut.oma tiaally fall into place after the 
phrasing f'o:r.· the right hand has been dec:i.ded -upon. 
14 
. -., .. 
..LL 
-
A rocking. rot ... �ting wrist must be used to a.void muscle .fatigue and to 
maintain a sparkling movement of sound. Lifting at phras� ends is 
important. but equally important is a firm. solid attack with each new 
phrase. Inorea.sa and decrease in dynamics should be governed by the 
harmonic m:>vement. Dissonance and oa.denoe points need to be 
emphasized. 
FUGUE IN D MINOR 
PART I, VI 
T'n& fi..16..te i."l D ndr1or ms.y be played with g1-ace. T.hare is a 
flowing, graceful :JJOtion with the entrance 0£ the subjoot on thei second 
ba.lf of the fir-st bea·t within a triple mete?-. Th& contour of tbe sub­
ject 1t.el.f' is, in fa.ct, suggeat.ive o� gracof'ulness with small melodic 
intervals hovering around the tonic note. 
F..x. 6 mm. 1-2 
- - ... 
:�·· �-4t·Jeral;,  .... ��·:" 
a3, 
---- . • . . . . e 
i. 
. ·.· . .  
:- ! � 
• •• 4" 
. . . . ' 
. •· 
: . 
-· 
1.5 
This f'UGlle is not a complicated fugue to ana.lyze. Bach simply 
gave the entrance of the subject tho emphaoin. One never knows what voice 
or in what form the subject will appear next. Inversion is the out-
standing device. Inversion of the subject occurs at !Jl!l. 121 141 22, 27, 
and 29. In m. 121 one measure of the ougjec� is cut off in ·�he baas 
line and aloo the second measure of the answer above it. There are 
six stretti, a1'\•ays a measure apart, creating an effect of climactic 
tension 2-nJ occurring immediately prior to points of cadence, such ao 
at 1'!111. 17-21. The stretto at ri. 2r1 is the only com.-lete one in that 
all three voices take part. The epieodes; mm. 10, 251 31, 36; are 
derived from material found in the countersubject of m. 3. 
Ex. 7 l!llll. 3-4 
mm. 10-11 
J 1 ( 
·· . .  
• l . 
' 
.;::  :� :·. ,I,\-\� •• 
-·�''(!II ·� :-.c.: 
· ... .. :.= � � .: . : "�:�· 
. . . . . · - , 
.. . . 
.:' . . 
T ('\.> .. , . . .  . . . .. l'tl'• .. , ... l. ''\, . , , . , 
Often tha middle voice must be tossed about between hands. 
Ex. 8 ':'!. 1u 
�� ·. �. �� ....... 
. �. 
•. 
. �, 
The subject 1• i.mm.ediately recognizable, however, 1·ee;�ess of the 
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a.ctivicy in the other parts, tor it h&s a disUnetivs rhyt.hlllic character 
of eighth notes followed by sixteenths and ending with two quarter 
notes, which are staccato s.nd omaniented. Thig temporal relationship is 
one of the distinctive elements characterizing Bach fugue subjects. 
The performer ha• ohosen to begin the trills in the D minor 
fugue from the upper auxiliary note and add a term.ina tion, ev91'l thoug...li 
the trill follows a staccato note and is considered by Danreuther to 
result in a blurred melodic outline. 
+) 
Bach's ornamentation agrees entirely with th& general 
p!':!VJtice o:f' his time. He did not innovate or fail to 
ornploy all that was {�ooc in that direction. It is impos­
sihle, t...harefora, to justif';:r �ny exceptinn about the �xe­
cut:ton of the shakes or other ornaments in his music. 7 
\;1'!101'! t.he shake starts after a note sta.cea to or after a 
reert., it �omts under the rula 'melodic outlines must not. 
be ·,;,_un·e<l. 15 
The:M'i is no eighteenth century authority for beginning 
such sha.k9s as these on the main note. On the contrary, 
t.heN is fairly aonvincing a.u�"lorl tqr for beginning them 
on t..he llilxiliaey. 9 
Tonalit:ies� 
D MJNOR FUGUE 
PART I, VI 
s-m. 1 T"'"l11. 3 
i v 
D !l'lll/.O:t" A minor 
Incomplete e:a tl"J it1 the sopra,..,,o 
mm. �3-9 
B-m. 6 
i 
n minor 
�e:n.n:�.o:nn of la. tt.er- part of subject into sequence--modula.tory 
nm. 1o�11. 
� L'11Vr�'.r�ion 0'1" su.hje.et ir1 ths al t.o-·modulatory 
(I) 
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s Invei•t.ed and original statements of the subject are used in stretto 
repaatedly with continuous overlapping•-modulatoey 
0 nn. 1)-20 
rt 
tD St.rat.ti of sub,ject wlth inversions-· D minor 
:::· mm. 1-�1-JO (closing m. 30-D major) � 
q Extension of latter part of subject into sequence 
ltlll, 31-32 
Fr-c;.gmented subject occurring in stretti between two voices simultaneously--
mm. 33-38 Fluctuates between D minor a.nd D major 
* s-soprano 
,.., 
B-m. 'E T-m. 40 
F1uctuates between D minor and D major W"ith1n a single 
statement. 
T-tenor B--�ss 
; 1'u-x1ol<l Dolmetsch, 'The Interpretation of Music of the XVII and 
XVIII <;:,�tur:t� (Loneon� Novello&: Co. Lt.d., 11946), p. 168. 
B&:iwaro Danreuther, Musical Omamsnta tion (London� Novello & 
C L.\.,..� 1 °,. ? 1Q9,.-} 165 o. u..• • , u-;J..J- o .) • P• • 
9Bznary, loc. cit. , p. 150. 
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ROBERT SCHUMANN (1810-1856) 
Robert Scbwnann was born at Zwiokau in Saxony 1n 1810. Because 
hi• father, an author and book dealer, had intended for his son to study 
law, Schumann'• early ?1Usical training was irregular. Nevertheless, 
the illlpressions ha received from acquaintanc• with the writings of the 
literary romantioiets were so strong that when he vent to the Univeraity 
ot Leipzig in 1828 he almost immediately became a member of a literElry 
and artistic circle. At Leipeig he became a pupil of hied.rich Wieck, 
devoting himself to the mastery o! the piano. His goal was to become 
a concert pianist. In 18J() he received his mother's permission to 
devote hi.Juelf' entirely to nru.•ic. His ambit1.on was wrecked very 
shortly, though, by an injury to hi• hand whioh resulted from a ntecban• 
1oal device he ha.d invented to develop finger independenoe. Schumann 
waa then determined to devote himself to composition. 
In 18)4 a group of "modemista, •1 of which Schumann was the 
.. 
leader, founded a musical joumal, the Neu Zeitachlj.!t tUr Musil<, which 
was devoted to artistic progress. For ten years he edited this magazine 
and was the chief' contributor of article•. Schumann's a1m ae a music 
critic was to act as sympathetic 1nterpret4n", but, as a revolutionary, 
he was untiring i:."l his acom for conservatism. In order to develop 
different points of �n.ew, he invented the DavidablD'ld, an imaginary 
l&a.gue of young De.vitee whose purpose was to slay, in discussion, the 
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reactionary Philistines. It was in the Davidsbund world that Schumann 
could pose as Fl.orestan or Eusebius. In Eusebius his extre.iie sensi­
tivity, his introspection, his spiritual loneliness. his hypochondria, 
and all his unexpressed longings and dreams are gathered together. 
In norestan, his bold impulsiveness, his boi;sterous humor, and his 
heal thy enjoyment of the o·utside world are reveal.ed. Ocoasional.ly, 
the two merged into one complete peraonali � •· Master Raro. 
In 1840, after much opposition from Clara Wieck's father, 
Schumann a.nd Clara were married. Cl.ara was herself a great pianist 
and was instrumental in ma.king Schumann's music popular. She was also 
a strong inspiration for Schumann. 
In 1844 Schumann's health began to weaken. His nerves were so 
shattered that he was forbidden to bear any music. The family moved 
to Dresden where there vas little music. Hi• health improved and he 
was able to resume work. In 18.50 he accepted. the offer 0£ directorship 
ot the orchestra at DUsaeldor:r. The famlly made their home there and, 
though never a very effective oonductor, he lived there '\D'ltll he be­
came a vietim or insanity and had to be placed in an asylum near Bonn. 
He died two years later in 1856. 
S!;J1e 
Schu.'n!lnn is the typical musical romantic w1 th his love for 
extra-musical associ.ations, lyricism, and self-expression. His music 
represents pages from e. secret autobiography. Often, ha cherished a 
theme or a harmonic progression not only for its intrinsic musical 
value, but booa·.i.se it recalled to him the precise moment and mood in 
Which i ':.. wa.s co:ucer\Ted. He da t&s a theme used 1n the finale of the 
Pha.ntagie, Op. 17, "30.11.36 and wallowed bliss.fully in it wen I ";JaS 
sick,n10 or another 1129 April 38 since no letter came b-om you."11 It 
is most interesting that Schumann takes p1eaSU-...-e less in communicating 
a mood or emotion than in hugging the secret oir<mm.Stanee of the mooo.12 
He obvio�J.Sly took plea.sure, too, in hiding behind Irasks (Eusebius, 
Florest.�'l'l, f ..at·o), and burying these secrets in his mu.sic. Undoubtedl..v, 
there e.ra a number of ma.skis that have never been discovered, and it is 
clear that his music meant more to him than it can evei- mean to a.eyone 
else. 
Schum.q?m.'s pie�es may be distinguished .f'rom predece�sors not 
only in intrinsic charm e.nd fantasy and autobiographical nature, but 
also by their literary s.nd musical a.llusiona. These abound 1n the 
., .. Paplllon�, the Da¥'i.dsbuncll.erta.nie, the C&maval, and the Kreisleriana. 
SchUl119.11r1 ·wd.s not very skUlful 1n developing his materials and, 
as a result, l6ss comfortable with larger forms. Among hio keyboard 
1 O Gerald Abraham, "Rc>bert Schumann, " Grgve • s D1ct1onar.y of 
Music and Musicians, edited by Eric Blom (5th ed.; Londons Macmillan 
& eo. • ro«>. m. p. 623. 
l!Thid -· 
12Ibid 624 -·· p. • 
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t10rics, he is best represen'tcirl by the short character pieces wb1oh are 
generally in siraple temaey form. 
tic.:J rm'3 has ev�"' �\de the piano sound lik�3 $ch.ll!llann did.. His 
texturB is p:"im<'l.rily chordal. A fe.vorit.<1 devics is the intorlockoo 
cho'!'d ;iihic:,: a.ch:.L�:nres urm.su.sl balan�ee oi' ton�. Sch;1.lm.<l1m11t� melodtas are 
usually �hort. (fonr me..'q.S1.1.ri95) and ascandit'lg with upwa:rd skips at tha 
beginrd.nz. }hJl,�!'OUS phrases or Sohumann contain a delay or the tonic. 
His masir. o.f t.e.:J has counterme1odies. 
Schuroa.nn•s rhythms are quite ingenious with many hemiola. 
ei'feet.e, cross rhyt:h!ns, and clever use of dott.ed rhythms. There is a 
tendency to begin works and phrases on the pick up, and h• often pro­
longs the este.blishment or key or a cad.-ice, espeoial.ly at the begin­
ning of a piece. 
Schinann's four main s�le traits, then, are the use of oounter­
m.elodies, !1.ood.olc.s, chordal techniques, and his lyrical melodies. 
Upon hearing Schumann's Caroaval tor the first time, it is very 
lml.ikely that the listener v11l. hear the motive o! .ASCH as the melodic 
gem for the entire work. It is even more doubtful that he will think 
of the work as being 1n variation fonn. Schumann, appars.ntJ.y, did not 
expect td.ther �f these things to characterize Carns.val or he would have 
vritten 1t. so that they did. 1'he pieces in Caroaval are character 
pieces in e. quasi-va.r.iat1on style. For Schmna."'lll, the motive itself 
appears to be a fom of personal inspil'&tion fo'?" COT!lPOSing C'.arna.va.l, 
and it gives th� work 1.m.i 1:iY. 
lie did not keep th.'\s motive a. secret, as he frequently dJ.d. 
He let t..he MOtive be known, r.tVflteriou.sl.v, through t..lie �'1111.X.� abo1,1t. half 
VJay throue.h t.he work. Camaval is a group of character ?1aees built, not 
only on the luotive .ASCH, but through the motivation of what t.bct 
.ASCH l"'!?lpresent.00. in Schuinann•e mind. 
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Camaval, Opus 9 
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Ca.ma.val. consists of twenty-one shor� pieces describing 
varl.ous soenes and oharaoten or a •eked ball. The work is subtitled 
"Scenes mignormes sur quatre notes" (little scenes on tour notes) and 
re1'ers to the use of the word A.sob (a smal.1 town 1n which a girlfriend, 
Ernestine von Frioken, had lived) as a musical motive. "Soha11 is com-
posed 01· those lettere; in Schumann's own name that a.re also the names 
ot musical notes. 
The MU.Sical equivalents of ASCH and SCHA are various: 
A fiat, E, C, B (since in Germn, E .nat 1e Ee and B 
natural is H) or A fiat, C, B (since A fiat is As); and, 
for SC.HA, E nat, C, B. A. Th ... poaeibU1t1u ar e 
given "Without explanation, as Sphinxes (between viii 
and ix).13 
Sohuma.nn usea the letter.a A1 El fiat, C, B 1n numbers 2-9 and 
the nuntben 10-18 contain the arrangement of A fiat, c, B. 
e&ma"ml ie a true refl.ection of its composer. The characters 
are outwardl..v gay and inwa?dl.y melancholy. The sbQrt pieces or this 
suite :.t'requentJ.y combine the cha.racteriatio• .0£ binary &nd. ternary 
tom. They are difficult to call simple binary despite their dual 
sectio!'us since tonic-dominant k.y relat.ionebip is seldom present. They 
are dit'ficult to t.ra temary fol'm because ao many of th• deal with only 
one thmat1c idea but display contre.at8 ot <trnamios or keys. All define 
a datinit• ohal"Boter, and the work, as a whole, is typ1cal of Schumann'• 
mean• or writing on a larger &cale--grouping smaller pieces into a 
aeries. 
1)ic-. E. Kirby, A Snort History of Keyboard Nuaic (New Yorks 
The Free Frese, 1966), p. 265. 
Form-sectional 
Sectim. I 
11111. 1-;?.4 
A nB.t ;·.�1j\')r 
Section II 
mt. 25-46 
A ltJ.at Major 
A nat Major 
Section III 
mm. 47-70 
A nat Major 
Section 'Li 
llm. 71-113 
A Flat Major 
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Section V 
J.mlle 114-139 
A Flat Major 
The �e opens with a majestic and sta.tAl.y 1ntroduct.1on o! 
tv.itq-f'our IVJE')asures. Dotted 1'hJ"t.hme. a tu11 chordal texture, and a 
� l9"el or fort,1.ssgo comprise the tirst six wsures. Measures 
7-10 reta.1.n th& dotted �o patt.m, but the texture thins, a.nd the 
aound or trumpets is sugg•ted. With m. 11•24. the ruller t.xtun of 
th• opening six M&sures ntuma. A brilliant and quicker moving 
••tion follows at m. 25. Mnoh of it.a energy stw tnxa th• b52la 
�ect, In 11, 47 , a walt1 1• sugpated, and, 1n m. .55, beiola is 
employed onoe aga;in, Tbanatio •terial. fl'Oll the next •ecticm, l!lft, ?1-
11), oan be f'ound 1n the Finflt �d the penultimate piece of th• 
Cany:val. f!u..�e. Heasuna '71-90 or the f.r!fJ!l?\al• OOrN&pcmd with nn. 
85-102 of the fin!l•• .Meaaurea 181•197 of the fin!6• are al.eo taken 
from this thematic •tePi&l, but 1t is a fourth lover there, 111• 
twentieth puce, Pawe1. duplicate• -. 86..11) of t.be �!l.!· And in 
the JlMle, the material. fl"Gll •· 2ZI to the wad 1• idantioal vitb the 
fl:!tto ending oi' t.he �-· tbougb. 1t 1s more mct«id4td there. These 
relationships Sflm to pl'Ovi.de a �c aftd oohea1Te toroe for flt• 
eamam_. 
'l'be .E>?-.mbvJ,• 18 not deriftd from th& .utical motive .AS.CH, 
though the motive is preeent 1n lml. 92-98 am accented hal! not.ea in 
the be.ss line, hidden in the middle of a four-111easure phrase. 
Ex. 9 mm. 92-98 
. , sf '- -tP-l 
----:--____ . . ... + 
� 
• 
,. . ..;L_ 
. . I 
"'-"' 
\ 
2.5 
:m.-.. ,eri 2? to play the �· suecesstully. w1 th the strong 
ri.ah tone it . requires, special attention to the lef't hand may be needed. 
There are many tenths for the le.ft hand found 1n the introduction, 
mm;. 1-23, and wide leaps !n the �sto section which require the entire 
weight o:f the a.rm1 rather t.han just the force o:f its muscles. The 
pianist wUl need to take cha.noes, nlea.sing the arm a.nd striking the 
chords in one motion, rs:ther th.m feeling the chords lightly with the 
fingers a.nd then pushing down. In mm• 99•109 the or<JsQ«ldg to !orti•-
21t 'W'ill be l8ss difficult to attain if the entire right hand and arm 
.are used !or each note, rather than attempting thi:s passage with only 
the fingers. Instead o:f finger movement s.lone, the pianist should think 
o� his f:lng$l"s, hand, and a.rm as one, using the arm and hand, as well as 
the e.pp:ropriata finger for each note• This requires a sl.ight turning 
arch movement of the arm and hand. The f ou:rth and f 1.fth fingers es-
pecial.ly will n&ed this support of the hand through a slight slant of 
the hand to the :right. 
'fern&.17 FON 
i.l 
-· 9-2)� 
D .n..t Major 
G Minor 
A 
... 2J1-))t 
a nat Major 
ijcd,vatc 
£i!ll'!t. ia a al.own of th• ,..qa.e d!ll' !£\!• £meat liutcl1•30n 
auauta that th• �w .,u. 1'b1oh •ppe&J"• bet.we � 1s 
like a Mendl.Y nnow-d ·� u t.o t.M cl"Ol«i as be at:rolla around. tL� 
!-!1'. 1 "' ... 2 ... )t 
,. .. .... 
.. ' 1i 
- _,,_ ..... 
The •tiw �CH 1e used a• a t.h .. Uc patt.em tor the A a.ct.ions 
of th• t-.nar;y fom. 'lb• ZIOUV& !8 h•rd• f"-rot. 1n the tenor vo1cs 
'4hU• the UJ>P4tr voic9'f. in ootavee. are duplicating thi• Mlod3 at the 
1nterYol ot a sixth. The upper -voice movu tt1mu1 tan� & •ixth 
b1ghe ... but 1%1 • lower regiater. 'lbeae two phre.aos are 1nter!"Upted 
by the t.."'lrei.-!'loto motiw which OOOUN in each of the tll.rM aect1ons 
(the ''bow< •ye"""lo ri lft0t1 v.). Thi• 11 ttl.• MO ti ve i• not jwst 
thrown in; h<>W9Ver, it is needed to make a tour-lllMllUre phrase. The 
8U.8t&ined sound of the ba.ss line functions a.s a pedal point. Ssction 
B, Mm. 9-2Jt oomplements s�tion A. Though there 1• no inversion of 
intervals ,  the general outJ.ine ie 1"9V9rsed. The motive does not 
actually appe0.r in this section, but struotural.ly the same langu;.i.ge is 
being spoken. Th• first phras$ in section B is in B flat. The second 
phrase, at m. 12., is ll\ G minor. Beaidee kq change, this sect.ion con­
tr&.-ts rhythnticall.y with section A. Syncopation oocun through the pro­
longing of the l!leoond count of the measure over the bar line to the 
til-1t count of the succeeding bar. Al.so, 1n cont.re.at to the atatio 
base line of section A, section B haa a ehrom&t1o b&••· 'nle return 
to sectiGn A is follewed by a coda, m. '9f, built on ej_ghth note 
figures, at a dynamic level ot f'grt.1seino. At m. 46 there ia a bNak 
and in a, 47 e. sudden drop to p*a�o on a. dominant chord superimposed. 
on a tonic pedal, which 1• held for t1ve eounte before reaolVing to a 
tonic triad. 
In performing Pie?"l'Ot it is illportant that the not. i nat in 
the bass, the pedal point, be atruek 1'1.rml.7 so that it will not die 
away too aoon. Also the motive in the tenor voice must be brought out. 
3. Arlegu:in B Fl.at Major AEeCH 
Binary Form 
A B 
... 1-24 -· 2.5-44 
B Fl.at Major B P'la.t Majo;r 
Arl5uin is also a olo111n o£ the COQllledia d!ll' art.. His 
gracetul leaps and bouncing jubilant movements contraet well with 
P1er.rot•a renective attitude. 
Though the A and B sections a.re both 1n the key ot B nat 
major, secti.on B begins on the IV6 chord (m. 17), while section A 
4 
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begina on the dominant, not resolving to the tonic unt.U the end o£ the 
first eight-1!1.&aaure phrase. Tb.is delayed resolution is a oo:nnon trait 
of Schumann .. 
The mot.ive ASCH forms the .first tour notes of th• sevm-note 
th811l'&, which lei 11sed 1n both sections A and B,. Section A is constructed 
in e1ght-mea.s1.ire phre.ses, while section B �s in four-mea.sure phrases 1n 
mm. 17-2.4 and two-measure phrases in nn. 2.5-28. Th• rb;vthm of mm. 1 ,  ), 
5, and 7 1n section A is retained in section B. although the melodio 
aapect or t.he motive ASCH 1s represented only 1n general outline. Through• 
out the 9'1tire piece the aoc9lt fall• on th• aeoond beat in the me&8Ul"9 
ot the theme. As t.he phrases shorten 1n section B, th1e displaced 
rbytlud.o ettect comes at closer intenale, f'orming a alight climax. 
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a 11.at Major .AEeCH 
A 
nn. t-8 
B Plat Major 
'lbe Vala• Nopt• is a very beautttal wltz with a atatel.y 
opening. A. very l.yriaal ••oticm tollows· at •· 9 with a return to the 
rhythmically pc>inted initial material at tt. 26. 
The motive MCH is used a.a th• beginn:ing of the four-meaam-e 
th- vbioh 1a cbAr&oteriHd qy the reyt.hmio patt.rn� '1.JJilj \ ). m 
'!be d1ra1.nished titth teming the fir•t interval of t.he melody gins a 
aelancholy ettect. Al•o the p.iec• begins on a lowered Hnn chord 
with diminiah-1 interftls. Th• baas descends ahro•ticall.y, 1'1.nall7 
••tabl1ah1ng B flat •jor at the end of th• ei.ght-Maaure phrase. 
lh a. 26, 'Wbn section A Nturne, th• opening mel�c interval. 
11 a Id.no!' tenth, bpba.11fain1 th• •lanoboly effect even more. Pos­
•ilAb" th• OOSUMOting link bet.a.i ••ct1on11 A ·and B 1• the opciing 
s..uon B � be pl.qed th• tbst t1ae ...-.uin& th• top 
liD• and, t• a Ytrl7 l.6'Nb' eoat.rut, tb.• •eoGlld UM tbrough 11 very 
etteoUft wit.h the ttMt. Mel fifth note. .t t.ha lonr wioe being 
broupt •t •li&h\11' abcmt th• othw ..-oicff. Thi• -.pbuizea the 
41utMnt ...... *1oh iftiU.tM .. •t.rW.. 
;5. Eusebiua E Fl.at Kajor AEaCH 
A B 
mm. i-8 m. 9-32 
E Fl.at Major E Fl.at Major 
iltltlgio - P1u lento• 1!Pl te "'9nerQaltA 
E-u.s•bili.5 repret11ent..s the mild side of Sob:m:aann • s nature--the 
introvert. iie is depicted. very beaut.1f'ully 1n Camaval and could hardly 
be a more convincing contrast to the ardent Flo�etan who f'f>llows. 
'I'h� motive, AEsCli, is som9"..t'h8.t dif'ficltlt to find. in the theme 
of �ileebi�. It ls intermingled within a pa.tt9m of f'ourteen eighth 
The s�e.n-not..e groupi."l.g in the top voice along lfith the m&mer in 
which th.$ mel.�r tu:rns hack on. 1tsel£ is suggestive of Eusebius. the 
· dr&amfll:r.. The die. tonic mov-emen t of the top voice against chroma tic 
lower voices al�o eontributes to the tranquility and m.1J..dnees of 
Euseb1.ue. 
;.-.;.., ___ _ 
_ ;•:... " , 11!!"1. 1-4 
' •. ' . .. . 
.. . · . 
Section B, m. 9 is derived from th• theme o£ section A. '!'here is a 
)l 
change in the .rhythmio pattern as well as the intervals of the latter 
part 01' ti1s theme. Beginning witli m. 17, sections A and B &.:r"a 
prMented with a .1'uller texture. Octavu and chcm:l1 replace single 
notes in the upn-.9r voice and tenth and thirteenth ahords replace the 
tW"O-vo'ic<�:J cho'.l:'\'ls in the l.l!;)ft hand. 
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6. Florestan G Minor A.EsCH 
Binar,y Fom 
A B Cods. 
-· 1-.)0 -· )1-4.5 in. 40-St 
G Minor B fl.at Major G Minor 
G Minor 
Pusionato - Adagio - a t.apo 
n.orestan represents the fiery side of Schumann ' s  nature-the 
extrovert. lie enters with great force but oa.lms down for e. reminiscent 
moment of the Papillons. 
His exit, a.a impetuous as ever, can cause the listener to rise from 
his seat. 
Section A begins on the dominant and never actu.a1ly cadences on 
the tonio in G minor. 'lbere are large upward skips followed by rapid 
desoClts. A feeling of unrest is established with the repeated occur-
rence of tlu• leading tone, F' sharp, Which serves as point of accent on 
the second beat. The shift of accent is typical of Schumann. The 
changing tempi and mixed th�tic materials a.re also norestan traits. 
A nervous quality results from vigoroue passages alternating with slow, 
light pr.�ssages of the Pa.pUlons. 
In section B, m. jO, the key of B fiat ujor is eatabl1shed 
with s. 1110re gentle character. The material following this section, 
J'.3 
m. 41 , returns with the opening themat1o material ot &9Ct1on A and ends 
with extreme .foi"Oe and excitement, oreat«i through the repetition of an 
accelerating rhythmic pattem that culm1.natas at a high point ot a 
ol"escend.o on a ·vii ahord. Thi• movemsit to a tentative chord reaul ts 
in a �ct lin..'1<: with the following piece. 
7. cwette, 
!l'rn. 1-36 
B Flat J.�jor 
B Flat ll\ jor 
B 
.l?!tl. 37-43 
c ·anor 
G l!i.nor 
AEsCH 
(A) 
tml. 44-60b 
B Flat J11.jor 
Coquatte is a lcmdinc character of ':ha coiameffia del ' art.e • 
• 
Th C&l"na.val, Schumann portrays bar as s. .flirtatious viomnn at the 
masquerade. '!he follovdng little figure, m-:i:Jrs Ernest Hutoheson,15 
probably represents Coquette td.eld...i..ng her f.:m flirtatiously. 
Ex. 13 m .  5 .. .., 
.· �· 
- -- . 
- . ...  
' ._  ·.I 
... 
The motive AEsCH is nolded into a very rhyt..lwJ..c figure which 
repreoents the the;ne of Coquette and upon 71llioh the \Vhole piece is 
built. The key of B fiat is not establiahed until m. 3. At 1:i. 4 the 
theme b"'eins on the dominant. �1.c :l�rnero.10 accide!1talo an..i chrc�atic 
cadential ,� ints and chord pro;reasions confirm B !1.at major. 
(e.g. n"'.'l. 3, 4:- 6aa, 6ob) . 
15 �., p .  163. 
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8. Replique G Minor A.Es CH 
L'is�sso tempo 
Coquette's tan stays quiet in B!P}.ique. Emeet Hutcheson 
&akss 11!8 it remonat?"flnOe on her hea.nlessneas?"16 
The thamatic material of Replique is derived trom the intro­
duction of 9>9,�ette. Th& piece 1uggest.s that Coquette is renecting 
upon her flirtatious mannerisms. 'lllis idea r.sttl. ts ,  in the opinion 
of the p::.·esent writ.-r, through the reYeraed directi.on of Coqutttte•s  
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rbytiuldcal tbam.e, for in C09.uette the theme is an ascending rhythmical 
i1gure; in Hepligue tha pa.ttem is a descendi!lg pattern and charac­
teristic of a !IK>od of reflection. 
Sphinxs 
Scht!.itian..7! inserted the Sphinxs between Replis.ue and Pa.pillons. 
'.l'h.ey wrer·� s.pparentJ.y included for purposes of clarification, clearly 
Ulust:ra.ti.ng the combinations o:f the letters ASCH which SclnJJ'l!P-nn uses 
in Camaval. "�lara Schumann tells us wisely that they are not to be 
playen_ . n17 Most authorities agree that th• Sphinxs should not be 
played. There are exceptions, however, and Horowitz is one. He has 
recorded Ca1·navaJ., playing tJle Sphinx! 1n tremolo octave• in both 
hand•. 
17�. 
B F'!a t !'ii jor AEsCH 
Ternary Form 
A B A 
mm. 1-16 1l'Bll. 17-.)2 ?1114. 1-16 
B Fl.at Major B flat Major B 1'"10.t Major 
Prestis111J2 
Paplllons is meant to represent. butterfiie9. Schumann he.s 
used Pa.pil}.ons before as the titJ.e of his Suite. Op. 2. The Pap1l.lons 
in Carn.aVt<.1 9 however, is not related melodically to the suite, but it 
is related in character. The suggestion of spring and butterfl.ies is 
created here (section A) through the nuttering sounds 0£ the six-
teenth not.es above the quasi horn sounds of the lower parts. 
In section B, m. 17, the s.fonati accents on the first and 
second beats of ea.oh measure move chromatically upward within a six-
teenth note pattern that is divided in groups 0£ twos between tbe 
hands, and suggests that someone is attempting to catch the butter­
n1ee. The catch is represented with the cadence in 111!11. 20 and 24. 
At m. 25 the butterflies seem to fly off 1n a carefree playful manner, 
illustrated by the syncopated legato scyle whioh is tossed about 
between h8.nds. In m. 29 the chase is reaUJ!lad w1 th a cadence at m. J2 
folloto.red 1-zyr c. i•eturn to section A. 
10. t.tt.res dansantes £ P1at Major AaC!i 
Tem.a.ry Il'om 
A B ,.. ,_ 
mm. 1-2.4 tsn. 25-)2 mm. 1-24 
J� F1at Major 
�·to 
Lettres dansantea is one of the various de.nee moV8lTtents ':mich 
mark the progre!3s of the ball. lt contains many g?-Ree notes and 
syncop:. t.ed eff.gcts. The grace notes precede the E na t and the B of 
the motbre A.sCH. A pedal point on B fl.at is repeated in each me&fSU1"9 
of the piece except for the four measures from mm. 1 J-16 when Sohtt.Jtiann 
ahi.ft.s to th� neopolitan. The piece 1s in a le.ggierissbao style within 
& tempo of presto. 'i'h.e dissonance which seems to provide a sense of 
accent and a stronger sense of harmonic movement continues to the 
11. Ch.iarina 
Binary F'orm 
mm. 1-1? 
C Minor 
C Minor As Qi 
B 
l'llU. 18-42 
C Minor 
Paesionato 
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Chia.rine is Schumann 's term of endearment. for his wife, Clara. 
'l'be motive AsCH forms the first three notN of the theme. Chiarina 
is the only piece in Camaval. that uses the motive as the entire theme. 
Nothing is ad.cl.�. The motive is &imply repeated over and over vith 
a reiterated rhythmic patt.m of J.l ) ,fJ while the interva.ls 
I '-' 
gradually expand; the bass line descends chromatically to a domin�nt 
cadence at the end of the first phrase (:m.. 7) .  The second phrase is 
etrcmgthened w:i.tb. octaves in the top two voices but also progresses 
chromatically to a cadence on the tonic, this time in m. 16. At 
m. Z?, section B, the top vc;.ice is chAnged •lodioall;y be.tore the 
Ntum (m. J.5) to the initial theme. 
Th• impassioned eff eet of Chiarina is obtained largely through 
the anticipation at the end of ea.ch measure and also through the long 
stretches betveen cacience points. For example, t.."le first cadenc6 O!l 
the tonic 1n 1..: minor does not come until m. 17. 
Inte:rpr.cta.tion of passionato can be 8Xpressed through a slight 
12. Chopiq A Pl.at M!ljor (No alluei.on to th• letters) 
B 
mm. 1-7 -· 8-14 
A Flat Major E irl.at Major 
�tat(! ... a. tempg 
C.11�n:J.r_t is sheer. bMucy 1n the best Romnt1c tra.diticm. No use 
is made of 'th4it l�tters: 1.Vi this little piece. for it 1n.s written earlier 
as varl .a.tion nllil'.ber fourteen in a set of sixteen variations on 
3ohumar.n � :!'  th.9W£1 from !J_Pw! Leaves. It 1• truly the sound o! Chopin 
with t.htfl s.rpegglated accontpanimerrt. held by tbe pedsl in ea.oh of the 
measures ar1d id th its aing1ng melody. It. no doubt, represents a 
nocturn':!t., The Chopinesque col«:'ir&t'Ul"'& at m. 10 sh<>W8 the 1lllitat1on 
Oiopin ms.de SQ frequently of Bellini vocal lines. 
Th� lttelod;y should sing above th• &OOOll\\pllnilMht, which should 
b4t kept light.. 'l'h.6 f1:rst b!.ss note of eaeh J:Masure •-r be slightly 
strengtltl9'l'lefl 'W emphasiz" the interMting sounds formed hal"'l81Hl1o.ally 
with the f:trst note of the melody. 
13. Estrella F Minor 
Ternary For.m 
A 
mm. 1-12 
F Minor 
B 
mm. 13-28 
F Minor 
A 
mm. 29-36 
F Minor 
CQn affetto - Piu presto, molto expresaivo • I,entJ.?Q I 
Estrella represents Schumann's girlfriend, Ernestine von 
Frioken. She appears to be an energetic woma.n and a possible mste 
for rl.o!"esta.n. The motive forms the first three notes of the four-
measure theme. 1'he theme is presented in octaves at a eynamic level 
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of f'ortiaa;pre. The !JOt1ve is stated in its original form only at t.\ie 
beginning of sections A (mm. 1-2). The second phrase in section A is 
related rhythrdcally a.nd in general outline and may be thought. of as 
an extension of the theme. 
Section B oentains a rhythmic, tempo. and d1'fta.m1c contrast. 
Gradually the top voic.a move upward. against a staUc bass note. The 
weak bea. ts are the accented ones now, providing a strong sense of 
drive. Along with this driving �. there is also a .feeling of 
tension cnated through the domi.nant pedal point. S90tion B is built 
over a dominant pedal point, not reaching the tonio until the return 
to se-ction A. The pi&ce closes abruptly. 
14. Reconnaicsance 
A 
1-16 
A Fl.at Major 
A Flat jor 
B 
• 17-44 
B �jor 
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AaCH 
A 
• 4.5-SO 
A Flat Major 
John Gil1esp1e sugg sts that Reeona1e nee repre onts the time 
or the � king.18 Seotioas A contain a V8l'7 legato il.ody in the 
soprano l.1ne wit..lt a staccato inner voice played with tb thumb, This 
1s built above a staccato chordal accompaniment in the left hand with 
th• rh,yUu:. (-'f u 
Ex. 14 • . 
Th tirnt three notes o£ th tour eo.f)Ul"f) thel:!9 fo the tive 
a odic pattern is used for each section of the 
ternary fo with di.ff rent notes in the B section. 
4J 
There is no cadmce in the last measure of th• til"st A section , 
m. 16, but a very smooth transition moves into B section 1n B major at 
m. 17. The tb:l.Y.'ri of th t� tonic chord is lowe'Md on the s<:1cond. be.a.t of 
m. 16, fo�Jf1g a minor tonic chord 1n A fiat and en.harmonically spelling 
a VI ch:;i,.,,.:_ 'in B 111ijo1·. Thie A nat minor was also used at m. l O. 
In Si::'ctitJn iJ, m. 17, the theme is presented with canonic 
rat.he1· �:+..9.t.i•: with a e;ync!opatad rhythn1. Aga.1'1'1, at the end 0£ section B, 
m. 44, there 1.s no cadence, but a modula.tj.on back to A nat leading into 
the retu'l:"!1 vt' S:.lCt.:l.on A. This is one of the f n eypical ternary f o:rms 
in Carna.v-11 • ._....,_ _____ _ 
In 1:1eotion ll, t..he repeated notes, to be played with the thumb, 
munt be 1.1.ght and ev·en. It is helpful to keep the t.b.umb in close con-
tact wit.h tna 1".ey� to maintain a balanced mot.ion. 
Ternary Ii'orm 
A 
l'lll11. 1-12 
A Flat Major 
A Fl.at Major As CH 
B A Coda. 
mm. 21-34 mm. 1 J-20b 
D Fl.at Major A Flat Major 
mm. J5•J8 
F Major 
Presto - meno Presto - T!!PC? I - a ;Umpp 
Pa.n:�lon et Colombine are aleo oharaoters in the comm.edia 
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dell ' arte. Pa.ntalon 1s Colombine' s  jea.lous guardian and a principal 
figure in .a H.arl29t.dnade. Col0111bine is Harlequin' s  sweetheart. 'lhe 
ternary form with a. coda lends itse1f well to the suggested action in 
this p1.ece. The A sections ec:>und a.s if Panta.1on and Colombine are 
qUAlrreling. The theme is two measures long, the motin AsCH forming 
the first three notes. The sound of a quarrel, mm. 1-4, ia seemingly 
representing Colombine 's soprano voice with the motive in the top line. 
The staccato lines move in .contrary motion, revealing apparent anger. 
She is answersd by Pantalon, nn. 5-8, in the tenor voice in the dominant 
now. His anger i.s accentuated through the fe>rce of the sforz!,lldo chol"ds 
above his voice. After Colombine speaks once more, a sweet, lyrical 
legato B section follows. 'l'h.is section, in D f1at, with imitative 
first not&s, aeen1s to represent a period of making-up and forgiving. 
It contrasts with the agitated section A in tempo, key, and scyle. It 
is •rked Jll611S? Pre1;rto, contains legato nlOtion, and is based upon a con-
trasting theme or m.oti·ve which suggests the new oonversa tion. At rn. 21 
the quarreling resumes, but with the coda, at m. J5, they have I!Slide up 
once again. 
The eoda combines the idea of contl"8.ry motion, foi.md in sections 
A ,  with the lagato style o.f section B, and the zn.od.'Ul.ation to the key of 
F helps establish 't!�is complete change of atmosphere. 
16. Valse, Allemande A. nat. M&jor A a CH 
Molto viva.oe 
I<' Hinm ... 
J.nte:rm�zo Presto - J8!'11?P I ma n,u vivo 
A 
Vals• .Allemande 
(a�) 
A Flat 
B 
Paganini 
F Minor 
Valse Allemande 
(sbs.) 
A Flat 
aeotiol�<: :t. ... --:centi;.a+..e the second b-3&t of each measure. Sec+..i.on a ie 
oha�ct01:1.zad r{-;r t..1.e follodng rbytl.mdc pe.ttem n. J Jn J and the 
'-' � 
opening 1?1tAt!"tral of s. descending sixth !ollowed by rising diminished 
Probl.hl,..v thi.:s wl t:£ was intended tG be played in the style of the 
The �t1ve fo� t.."le :first three nows of th'9 theme lib.tch con-ts.ins 
In m. 25 he s�ss Estrella listening and aompliaents her by playing 
her aotive. 'I'hl.:; instance is the only one in Paganini in which the 
motive �n ·1·.e f(nmd. 
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'J:'hE. 'Piece begins v.i.th a rhythmic ove-rlapping o!' fortiesimo in the 
left h·.i.'ld • -..td c':!t is legato, against the staccato p_!a!1o. in the right hand. 
Ex. 15 mm. :1. -? 
A \�On. tr<l�'t ji1 ktr.Y and style is secured at. 'Ille 9 wi t.,h the long 
legato 'J.1,neM �nd ohang� to the mjor mode. At rn. 9 and m. 22 the con­
tmry oo'tim t p'i."'Ovides a strong contrast in motion. 
T1 �''9:r"f¢:i"'tn.:i.ng th:'I. .. :; piMe the pianist -wilJ. ti:t'f:t ve-ry quickly if 
he do6s rh"t 'lk� s )'"()eking r110ti.on and a:rm. weight.. with both hands. Touch 
here la ·itt·rt�:\3..i. t. 'fhe acrerlapplng group$ of. s:i..x'U)Sntil not�s between 
t.'le ha.ndF> !l.l"•i. tl• � �1..l·e::l sixteant.h no+.&a in tb� right ha.n<l present a 
chal.lenr,� t' " thi:1 ne1•for""'er. For ease in peri'o't"'lll?nc� a.'J well as musical 
elarity the p:l.a."list should take advantage of ph.r·.:?.otng, taking quick 
breake: ':'it. thEI �s of' phrases. 
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At the and of the piece, m. 35, there is a striking peda1 
eff eets 
'ftle PPP choro is touched very lightly, but 1 t will not be hMrd until 
the pedal is clla.nged. 't"he harmMtie overtones produce an orgA.n -li.ke 
qual1t;r of scm.nd. With this, Paganini suddenly vanishes, and the waltz 
1s. Ave-q. A Fl.at Major AsCLi 
Ternary Form 
A B 
m. 1-4 mm. 5-8 
F Minor to A F1at Major 
A 
mm. 9-12 
F Minor to 
48 
A Flat Major A nat Major 
Pap±Rn.a to - a tempo 
Ernest Hutcheson suggests that Aveu represents a period of 
-
oonf'ession of love.19 'lh• motive AsCH forms the tint, sGOOnd, and 
f'ourth notes of the thet:te which is two measures long. 
Avpu is one of the shortest piec•s of tbe aet. Schumann's 
uae of the slur and rest creates a brMthleas effect in both sections 
A and B. 
Thore is contrast between section• 1n k9Y'e and 1n section B 
the dynamic 1evel is pianiaaimo, but octaves replace the singl.e note 
melody of section A. There . is a long desc911t in the right hand against 
the rising left hand. nieeting for the return of A, a. 9. 
19autcbeson, loc.�. , p. 1.6.5. 
19. �· D .P"l.at Major AaCH 
Form-section.U 
Section I 
•• 1-32b 
D Flat Major 
Section II 
•• 32b-48 
Nodulatol'f 
Section IlI 
M!!l. 49-70 
D nat Major 
<;on !!Oto - a tempo 
Section rl (Coda) 
ln. 71-9) 
D Fl.at Major 
Pro&MilAde •Y possibly b• a moonlit walk in the gardens. The 
litUe l"itorn•U�, printed in small notes, repres.,,ta the 'Mhispered 
r•poru••• to the ardor � oourtab1p. 2.0 
The motive A•CH fornus th• first three notee of th• t'1ve-note 
th ... whicll is syncopated and eight .-sures long. Th• theme is d.e­
velo}*i beginning at M. 33 at it .odulatea through B fiat major, F lllljor, 
and B na.t minor, returning to D nat major. 'lb• senn-meaeure return 
to section I 1.s in the original lce,y-D nat 11$1t-jor. Next, the second 
measure or them� A is extended into a strong climax at m. 64. 'l'he bricige 
used tor th• retum to thente A, 11111. 47-48 is now built into a long coda, 
-· 71-93. Period• or lingering awet:nese befo1"9 th• Pause, which :fol­
lows, give th!!! lovera time to rejoin their triends. 
20. Passe A Flat Major ( . 
T E :Y1 r v  .. Jlc s '  1 .l•t <:,,."' 'J ; ..,; .. :_.,/ 
Pal1ao 11eem1 1napprop.r1ately tit.led for it is n""ot a pau•e at all. 
It 1• t.i.ken from the �e here at a faster � and ha• the effect 
of a tre.nsition 'Which SMma to set off the tWJ. number. 
20 
Ibid. 
., 
21. Ma.rche des l)e.vidsbundJ.er contre les Philistine >. Fl.at Major AsCH 
A 
mm. 1-246 
A Flat Major 
D 
mm. 100-120 
E Flat 
Coda 
mm. 225-282 
A Fl.at Major 
B 
... 25...a3 
C Minor 
B 
m.. 121 
F. MinO'l" 
c 
nm. 84-98 
C Millor to E Flat Major 
c 
mm. 179-194 
F Minor to A Plat *jor 
N211 Allegro • Molto piu vivo .. Anillato - Vivo - Anima:te !91to - !!!2, - � 
strett.o 
The Finale open• heroioal.ly. It 1• a tribute to those composers 
lib� advooated progreasin and ref'ined 11US1cal culture-not the old oon­
&8l"'Vat1ve traditions. In a war-like march, full of 8}>1rit, the 
Davida!?u!!Q.er leads a triumphant at.tack aga1nat the Phillstin••· 
Th6>:-e are many contrasting sections in the Finale with various 
tempi, kqs. and thematic elements. 
Section A ia in A fiat major. The mtive AsCH is announced in 
bombastic chords, f'o1'ming the first three notes of the tour-measure 
theme. The section continues in a triumphant ful.1-textured scyle with 
very steady and pronounced triple meter. 
Section B abruptly changes to the key of C minor and is lighter 
in textu?'1!.t and quicker in tempo. gradually inoreasing in volume and 
ending sharply on a sforzando chord. The naxt phrase o£ this section, 
m. 41 1/3, begins at piano, increasing 1n volume as vall as speed and 
leading into th"!> old seventeenth century German tune Grosavatertanz, 
which is presented in E flat major, B fiat, a.nd C minor. 
Ex. 18 mm. 53-60 
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• 
This German twie represents the reactionary, old-fashioned composers 
lilhom Schumann designates as the "Philistines. " From m. 51 on he uses 
the themes of the Davidsbund and that of the PhUistinee 1n counter-
point against one another to demonstre.te their battle. Sections C and 
D correspond with sections rl and V of the Prea.ntbtq..e. Schumann then 
revives the battle in section B, this time 1n the tonic A fiat. Section 
C retums in the relative key of F minor and section D in the tonic 
A fiat before he moves to the victorious coda in the key of A nat. 
'Ille rhythm of the coda relates to that of the Davidsbiindl.er music, 
showing them as the victorious party. 
.. 
MAURICE RAVEL (187.5-193'7) 
Maurice Ravel w.a bom in 1875 in the Basque region of France. 
Shortly aft.el' his birth the family moved to Paris , and 1n 1889 he 
entered the Conser-vatoire. Ravel was an excellent p1a.nist and a bril­
liant student. He used the literature of Schumann, Chopin, a.nd Liszt 
(especially Liszt} as a starting point 1n pianiatic technical pro­
oedurea , while Debussy, Chabrier, Sat1.e, and Borodin contributed to 
the formation of his style of composing. 
Ravel publi.shed his first works in 1895, and by 1899 one of his 
works, Pavane pour un! Infante de1fUnte, had become famous. By 1904 
Ma first real triumph came with the introduction of his Quartet in F 
Ma.jpr. Critics for tbe first tinle attached the word ma.ste:rpieos to his 
work. 
The year 1904 was also important in Ravel.'• l.ite because of his 
association with the group ·�cie!dt des aeohea.0 This group sp0nsored. 
innovation and experiment, promoted mu.sic o:f the "Russian Five, "  and 
apotheosized Claude Debussy. 
In 1905, Ravel ma.da his fourth unsuccessful attempt to gain the 
h'ix de Rome. Maey musicians felt that part1alley was being shown 
toward less gifted composers. A scandal arose, and though Ravel felt 
deeply hurt, much attention was d.1reoted toward him. 
5J 
Just two years late:t-, Rav.l was onco a.gs.in the center of a 
storm. with the premiere of Histoires natw:eJ.leB, a major scandal 
arose when he was accuseri. of plagiarizing Debussy. Onoe again he 
received nr..ioh attention, but it was not until 1911 with L'Heuro 
eSP!gt'lOle that he a.ohieved fame as a. composer. This was the beginning 
of hie pu.blio career. 
Between 1907 and 1914, Ravel composed continuously, but. with 
the outbreak of the war in 1914, he began to serve in the armed 
S$rv1e&s &s a driver in the ll'lOtor transport corps. Th• war seriouely 
a:f'fect9d him both physically and mentally, a.nd he -was discharged just 
before the death of his mother. The strain of the war, along with the 
shock of his mother's death, caused Ravel to s1nlc into a. mood of severe 
depression. It was in this state of depression that Ravel resumed 
working and wrote Le Tombeau de Couperin. During thi11 time Ravel had 
bought a. villa in the lle-d.e·France i Monfort l'Ama:urz, which wa� his 
home tor the rest of his life. wnUe living h•re he continued writing 
works of importance. In 1927 he reoeived world recognition with his 
composition, Bolero. In 1928, now regarded as the foremost composer 1n 
France, &,q.vel a.ocepted an invitation to 'tour the Utrl.ted States, con­
ducting hl.s O'Wn works. With the passing of the twenties he slipped 
into a period of depression once a.gain. His 1.aet important works were 
completed 1n 1931. In 19J2, Ravel was the victim of a oar accident in 
Paris. H• suffered greatly with pa.in and partial pare.lysia. As his 
condition worsened, a brain operation was decided upon in 1937. Ravel 
never re.gained. consciousness after the operation, and he passed away 
nin• days later. 
SVle 
R:-lYel.' s cha1-acteristie scyle lies in ordered rhythm, color, 
and at.mo.sphere within form, and it is typically represented by the 
dance. Rt?.vel favored the smaller forms, but because he experimented 
continuousl.y with many different forms and leaned toward impressionism 
in his e.'l.rlie1• period of composing and toward neo•baroque traits in 
later l.ifa, he is not actually a representative of any one style. In 
general, Ravel's  temperament is precise and restrained, and all of his 
works reveal clear-cut, carefully planned t.rea.tment of materials. 
R&l.pb Vaughan Williams has described Ravel's DIWJic as noomplex, but not 
oomplica t.ed • u20 
Ravel •s k.;yboaro style represents an original. oontribu.tio-11 to 
music. It is original., though a3 a. syntheeis re.ther than being cOlll­
pletely novel. The finger teehn1que is based on that of Scarlatti and 
the French harpsichord miters of the eighteenth century. The touch 
required ts not beyond that needed fo:r Chopin, nor is t.he phrasing un­
like C2'labrier's; but Ravel has combin9d taalliar ingNdients into an 
orig1nal, t,hough funda.ltt9n tally trsdi tional, seyle ot his own. And 1 t is 
this l:tnk Ni.th t.l"&Oitio:n that d1stir1guiahes his music from his con .. 
temporary• Debu.ssy. 
1\s the m.ail'1 representatives of impressionism, P.avel and Debussy 
are :l.Y\eiri.tably comparOO.. Ravel was a great innovator of harmonic and 
pianistic t�qnes, but within the classical tradition. Debussy 
20Peter s. Hansen, Twentieth Centm �ic (Bostons Allyn and 
Baoon, Inc. ,  1967 ) ,  p* Y/. 
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created a new' world of feeling ae well as a new co�sitional approach; 
his imagination dictated his composition procedures, llb.ile Ravel 's 
imagination seems to b• stimulated by pianistic and oompoei t1.on&l 
problezu. 
The following comparison has been m9.de in chart form so that 
the reader may see more quickly and r.-ber with greater ••• the 
•'t.\11• oharacteristios of and the ditferencu between Ravel and Debussy. 
Objective 
Traditional forms 
Definite thematic material 
Thematic development 
Firm. sense of key 
Modal and pentatonic scales 
Concrete rbythmio organization 
(Spanish rhythms often) 
Dia.tonic dissonance 
(Major ?the, auperton1o 9ths} 
Precise 
Often resembles Liszt 
Frequently uses high dynamic level 
Brightness 
Debu•!,Y 
Subjective 
illusive forms 
Fragmentary thematic mtlterial 
Little thel'llQ.tic development 
Vague sense of key 
Modal, pentatonic , and whole-tone 
soa.lea 
Veiled rbythu 
(Spanish rhythms often) 
Tonally ambiguous 
(9th and 11th chords built on any­
thing but the dominant. Chords 
with added tones) 
Visionary 
Often resembles Chopin 
Seldom res.clles high dynamic level 
Twilir,h t gentleness 
Le Tombeau cte Couperir. 
'l..c1 foiob•l<l'.l '1 has been used by sevAra.1 C01l'lJX""'lo?"s a. �  :i tit.le f oi· 
a �ornposition 'rritter • .in mr..mory of a ce-�ess'9".l �:.':'::;on. l''ren�h comPOsers 
of the Baroque period v.rote such pieces in c1>nmiemore. tion of friends 
or fa.'llOUS composers. D'Anglebert wrote ono for �ig teacter 
Chambonnieres, Francois Couperin for Lvlly and for Corelli. Rs.vel 
revived this custom in his Le 'I'ombsau de Couperin. 
I'he suite, La ·rombeau de �ouperi...�, ts considered. the peak of 
Havel' s  neo-baroque writing. Ha wrote it after the war, during the 
year of 191 / ,  as a tribute to Co11perin, deai�:;ti..ng each r.novement to 
a friend killed in the war. 
l'ha first two movements consi.i?t of a p'i"nl ue,e and fugue. 'l'!°"lr.ee 
dances follow. 'fhe first is a f orlane, the second � classic .?rench 
Minuet, ann f1..nal.ly a riga.u�. The concluding move!llfmt is a toccsta, 
l'he 1i:usi c  is a haMi.onious Lil •·mding o f  the �le end the nev--7. 
··'.odern techniques a.re explo1 ted within the framee of sixteenth century 
f Ol"7'JS t-i.r.<7 •:tanoes. :\ll of the !llOVet•vy;.-ts B.re :1!1 .S minor with t...1-ie 
exception of the rigaudon which is in C major. 
mm. 1-4 'ftume A 
B minor 
1 
lD'Pl. 10-13 The:me A 
B tllinor 
v 
mm. 22 ... 29 Theme B 
C lydia.n mode 
EXPOSITION 1 
llIWELOPMENT: 
Bridge 
roodulato:ry 
ohromatia 
mm. 14-21 Tr.e.neitional pe.ssage 
JIDdulatory 
chroatio 
!Ul'lle 30-)tc Theme A 
E minor 
1 
mm. 32a-32o Theme A 
(seQond ending) E minor 
i 
mm. 34-.58 Themes A e.nd B 
mod:ul.a tory 
RECAPITULATION : 
Ill!l, 59-68 Transitional pe.$sage 
modula.tory 
chro-.tic 
ninth chord in aecompaniment 
nmi.. 84-9 .5 Coda 
E minor 
:i 
(built on theme A) 
JJD.n. 69-83 Theme B (modulatory 
�nsion) 
f sharp lydian mode 
I. �elude E !Uinor 12/16 
.Modified Sonata Allegro form 
Vil -
The use of the prelude as an introduction to a suite ol'"igins.ted 
in the Baroque period. It was usually built on a single figure which 
was rfJPeated and extended through the eomp0sition. Such is the case 
vi.th Rs.vel• s  prelude tor his suite, Le to:mbeau de Couperin. Here, 
triplets of sixteenth notes are found in every measure, and when the 
piece i� played at the proper tempo, it takes an e. brilliant pianisti.c 
sound. 
Ravel seems to be suggesting sonata aJ.legro form., but he has 
not actually adhered to t.he traditional design of sonata form.. Theme 
B is 1n C lydian rat.her than the expected dominant. The recapitulation 
is not a.n ex.a.et. l"e�t of the exposition thema.tieal.ly as theme A is not 
' 
stated, and. theme B, again in the J.ydi.8...-n mode ., is built on F sharp this 
time. The tonic key of E minor does not return, in .fact, until the 
beginning of the coda, which is built on theme A. 
Theme A i& characterized by its pentatonic sound and the bag-
pipe .tt•t• by the drone bass, and theme B u oharacterized by i.ts 
melodic 9hape, the presence of the merdent, and differing note values. 
•• 19 1lllfl. 1-2 
._ .. 
..  . : , ., '. "• 
�- ...J..� . : J' � - -- .,. .... .  ....._r.;)\· .  __. � .r . • • · · · , .� / ' '----.---' _J 
The texture of the prelude, wtdch is predominantly bro-voiced, 
and the fact that it is built on a. singl.� figuration recalls the 
baroque prelude. The closeness or hands could be in imitation of 
Soarlatti mom Ravel gree.t.3.y admired. The pente.tonic and modal sounds, 
the wide span of th• -1ody 1n theme B, the enqXiasis on the treble 
registez•, t.'le cross rhythms ( •· g. mm. 7, 22, and 24) , the large 
crescendos and dim1nuendos repreamtt the 1mpressioniat1c elements in 
hi• writ.ing. 
Attention should be given to the inverted mol"dents Which fall 
frequentJ.y cm the strong bee.ts. They should be play� on the beat and 
tast e:1oi;r� t.o prevent a delayed second or eighth beat 1n the line oon­
taininc; the mordant. Once a satisfactory .fingering has been decided 
upon, t..�o m.usic lies well under th8 hands, and the required speed is 
lese difficult to attain. The following examples illustrate .uggested 
fingerings. 
Ex. 20 '!!lltle 1-2 
..--· .. . ... .  
� , 
__....._ ' . ·-,::; ----. . . 
. .. . .. 
6o 
.. 10 
1h me B with all ot its mo?dents 11ill be no probl it t.'be left 
hand 1s us for» all of t.he ai.xtoe:nth notes on th l r ta.ff• allowing 
the right hand its nooes$QI7 fre .for the m:ecution of the mordents. 
�· s cret of' success in pley-:1.ng 11 ot t.he IiYJrdents clearly, esp -
c1ally tho rtquirlng strong ace ts, 11 1n ra 1ng th wrist hish 
enough "ch time for a 1'resb attac..  'lb fi.rot note of the rd t is 
the a the note which p ede • It 1o quite difficult to pla.y 
this if the filost noto of the held too long. 
PhN ing, t\vnam1c11 and pedaling ahould be :followed expl1o1tly 
for th in eff at., It should b noted that 'bro voice of the 
trans1t1onAI. passag • tmich are contm tingly chrc tic , contain di:f­
terent phrase lengths. 'l'h lcn«>r two voices ve a.t e. sl�rer rate of 
speed nnd in longer pbrac s th th top vo1c • Occas1ons.lly the pro­
cGduro ravcreoa. Ravel indicatafJ pedaling through the p.irae: marks 
under the baas note • 
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Ex. 21 m. 1 
Ono othor t ture or the Ptrnl d2 should be taken into con• 
aideration. Theme A is el.ways within one dynamic level and without 
or decress in vo1 • It 1 alway pres ted 1.."l one 
bend and th th other. o attempt oul.d be one voice 
louder. Hand.a hould be bale.need throughout, following the baroq110 
p�ct1ce. 
mm. 1-28 Theme A 
E minor 
i 
mm. 5J-60 T'nem� A 
E !!dnor 
1 
l'llll. 93-120 Theme A 
E minor 
1 
Forlane E Minor 
Rondo Fonn 
lll'll. 131-152 Closing 
modulatory 
mm. 29-52b Th� B 
E minor 
1 
mm.. 61-92 'Iheme C 
B minor 
i 
DIDl. 121-136 Theme D 
E major 
I 
mm. 152-159 Coda 
E minor 
1 
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III. Forlane 6/S 
Rondo Form: 
The Eorlene is a dance of Italian origin. Ernest Hutcheson 
says 1 "It was a favorite dance of the Italian gondoliero. u21 Uuuall.y 
it 15 in a taDt triple meter rd.th dotted rhythns, similar to the gigue. 
Besides Ravel, Bach uses a forlane in his Orchestral Suite in C major. 
Ravel t s :t'ot,laAA is Ed nd 1 ar to a giguo in its bright and happy 
spirit and hao characteristic dotted rlzyt,hms,. but it is not funda-
mentally contra;iunt.al .  The lilting rbythm al'lU the lea.pa in the melody 
are recognized first as the ma.in features of thic particular torlane,. 
but the harmonies contrilY1te equally to the overall of feet . The form 
is rondo, and Ravel ha$ uGed the baroque practice of restating rul 
theme:; wequentially. 
'Iheme A is presented in three different ways, each containing 
two phrases. The harmonies a.re very biting, alm.o!Jt hurting by their 
oharp dissonance. Thi::; particular harmonic diosonance has been des-
cribed as suggesting the t�ste of pineapple� 11u ta3te bordering on 
pain, 11 ao Lamb Days in his Essay on B.oast ?lg. 22 Ravel derives this 
poignant effect in section A largely through a combination of augmen-
tation and ztro� dissonance. 
1956),  
21lb1d., p. 286. 
22 
Noman Damuth, Ravel (Londom J. M. Dent and Sona, l-td• 
p. ??. 
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Ex, 22 -. 1-3 
·" 
� . . . ..  _...._ 
'-", 
In •• 1 ,  Ra?el ha• used aug:unted ahol'da 1n the lover register 
with th• at.l"Ollg diSHnAno• of an B in the top Un• against a D sharp 
troa the first ohord, li• •k• ua• of th• interval or a second a.gain 
in the second ehord of the a-.aUN, 'lbe B o.t the ahord 1• sounded 
againet the D sharp in the 'Ml.od1'. Also, within the l!l.elody there 1& an 
fiUgmellt.00 fm1rth, Jn I'll. 21 then 18 another 8tNi\g char&cteriatic of 
•ection .A-the .fluctuating B llh.&rp to B natural. Th• •ound ot a II·v-i 
oadence in thq!) minor mode occurs a. t the end of the !il-.et and third 
presentation• of th- A u .tound in ma. 7-9. Th• aeeond prdentat1on 
contains parallel •W9'1th• in -. 10 and 11 and oedenees on th• doainant 
minor :L"l m. 18. The third stateamt, ... 19-28f, has a new qWllity, It 
oalla .for the use of the una corda pedal and, though it is •till t.h­
A, different harmonies ar. used, This stat.em.it begins on a G sharp 
1'11nor llh.ord and movee to a g13 chord. The augmented second in the 
11elody ie also a dominant feature here, The second phraga begins on 
an F sharp minor chol'd, JDDVing to an r13 chord. 
Theme B maintains the dotted rhythm�, but in ll'10r81 nowing arrl 
smoother than the A th ... , 11>.is •4K!t1on a.ppeart: to have a sort ot 
interlude which. is relat.d through l"hythm e.lone. Encompassing this 
interlude is a theme that is based on the intervnl of a second. 
Second$ a.re usoc on the first and fourth beats of ea.oh measure. In­
teresti.7lg points of theme B are the V of D chord which does not resolve 
in m. 33, and tha extra cadence at m. J6. The interlude begins at 
11. �b on an au__�ented B7 chor1 . There is a pedal point on F sharp, 
and above this , rich sounding chords move toward the point of strongest 
dissonance at m. '39. In m. 40, the texture begins to thin out and there 
ia a cadence of II7-v7-I, whieh leads into another etatement of the 
� teri/.l.1 heard at the beginning of the interlude, but this time e.n 
octave lower and with a pedal point on D sharp. In m. 4� there is a 
poignant sounding D sharp augmented chord announcing the climax of t.his 
aeoond phrase in th• interlude. Within two measures, a cadence on an 
1 sharp major chord closes the interlude and theme B returns. 
The return of theme A is brief but cont.a.ins an element of sur­
prise at m. 57. For three !18atrul"e41, th• l•f't hand imitates the right 
hand, bllt in the minor mode. 
Theme C 00.e not st.res• the dotted rtzytbu, but the commonl.Y 
used pattern in 6/8 llleter or alternating a q-.rter note and e.n eighth 
note. Theu C is completely in the treble register vi th a resultant 
1.1.gh.t and lilting qual1cy. This section ia in a r&ther detached style 
with vecy tn pedal effects. (Only lllll. 62, 68, etc. as indicated. )  
At m. 69b with the pedal point, vhieh Raval is so .tond of, the phre.se 
aaric• 1nd1ca te more peo:ial. 
At the close of Theme A, following the C section, there is a. 
cadence of v-i in the ni..i.nor mode. Theme D then enters 1n E major with 
a. superbly effective change of �iode at )'11• 121. The I chord in £. "L°L"'lo1', 
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cloai."lg section ..... , i1' f ollowaa by an ,.. �jor chord wtdah is th� first 
a..-iy of tho c.rthe1· the!M)S heard thus fal" and rhythmically appears to be 
dsrived from all or them. 
The closing material begins At m� 111 a.nd it built on 3. :roeking 
motion. The u.ao of the treble Mgistar along w1 th many- sew.nth an<l 
ninth ohorda pr¢rldes tl Raveliar. a.loaing. 0£ SP*JUl. interest are the 
seventh ohords s�lled <mllAl"!lOnioally in •• 149-151 . Measures 1.53� 
through the .fintil. �-.sure are built on the first four notes of thema A. 
�-Iith t.'1.e io:rle.11�• phrase srlca should be oba8rved with prei­
ouion, and 'the articulation .marks, which are o:t vital importance, 
ah.ould be followed oarefull;y !or the proper emphasis. Ravel has used 
three kinds of articulation marks, and there ahould be a diat1nguish�ble 
- a »rked and pronounced aoeent 
> a atrong•r and sh�r acoent 
• •tao22t.Q 
i.le also plaCQs the staccato dot under •ome of the bass notes 
in •ectiona which are very aott and light (pi,.apiui.llO). 
Aga.in. in the rorlane, .a&vel uau the :in�rted RtOrdent, which is to be 
played on the bee. t, functioning seemingly as a � of accent or 8lllphasis. 
'.l'hou.lh eac.ll a.ation or theme of the rondo h.&1 an individual 
charaot.."il'• all contain tho characteristic dotted rhythmic pattern. 
Ernest Hutcneson say.•& ,.,l'he FR£l�• is a lov.ly piece• but rather l<h'lg 
conaiderlng its unvai"";J""illi sloldah rhytluu. "2J '£he pel"!ormer may wish t.o 
omit acme of the longer seoUons or omit � repeat. o£ longer ss-�tions. 
23 Jutclleson. loo. cit., p. 286. 
r1. Rigaudon C l"Jijor 
Ternary FoM! 
A 
C Major 
m. 1 
B 
C Minor 
m. j1 
2/4 
A 
C Major 
m. 93 
Assez v1f - Moins v1f - Tew I 
Rigaudon is another dance form that originated. during the 
sevantftenth century in the French Provence and waa performed in a 
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lively, jumping 11.9.mler. It has been used in the operatic ballets of 
C&mpra and Raiieau and also adoptec:. into the optiona.J. group of the suite 
by .Pachelbel, Bach, a.nd Couperin. In the twentieth century music, 
Ravel ' s  Le To.mbeau de Coumin is not the only suite that includes a 
riga.udoni Grieg also wrote one for his suite, From Holberg1s 'fl.me. 
The general structure of Ravel • s  JU.gaudcm. is quite simple. The 
form is clearly ternary: diatonic triads are uaed vi.th s.venths, ni..Tlths, 
elevenths. a.nd thirteenth ahords. 'lb• rhythm 1.a simple and straight­
forward, accentuating the duple meter which is •intained throughout. 
Phre.aing is regula.:ri only one te11lpo change occurs (A sections--Assez 
!!£.• B section--Hoins vi!); cadences are traditional, and the texture 
is homophoni<:. 
The overal.l ohare.et&r or this piece is lively and spirited, and 
though the middle section become• somnb.at gentle and quite lyric&l. it 
should be taken only a litt.1e slower than the A sections--never losing 
the que..licy of livelines•. The A section begins with a brilliant 
chordal passage eight �sures long. The A sections are framed by the 
me.ter1.q,l used in the first tMo 11'19tlSures of this pusag•. 
Ex. 2) !!Ee 1-2 
1'feae�s 3•? ::-n.J 9.5-99 are built on a c7 chord w:ith t.he descending scalar 
movement ·h: th.e bB.t'>s, inducing a. stMng sense of movEM!lent and giVi.ng 
This passage se«a.'!$ to function in 
' 
both A tJec-.ti.ons :as the first theme .. 
�ters O:l :'!.r; A flat. c�o!"C and mo7EH! +b�ugh a s�r.i&s of koys before 
ostab1 tshing F' �harp m�.jo·:.· wJ.. th � d�fini � cadence in m. 2J. 'l'he tra.n-
sitional }�S�age is a lovely contrast to t.hs pronounced rhyth� that pre-
ceded it. Both bandtt e.t:r·e i.n the t.r8bla regla ter wi t.b many etaoca to notes 
in the uppe1· part aga.inet s. legato style in the le:ft hand. This passage 
1$ relatad to the first eight �su.res rhythmically and in general char-
act.er, and it also shifts covn the acale. The dynamic marking• are the 
s8l1le with. th� firet measura of p1ani11sillo 1n eudden contrast to the pre• 
ceding fortissimo. There is a gradual rise to fortiasima. at t:he end of 
this modulator:r section with a cadence on the dominant. The last tvo 
measures ot section A e.re a. reiteration or the first two, with the third 
ot the fi!"St cr,ord doubled and the bass note ( F) dropped a.n octave for a 
gree. ter- sounci of finality. 
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Seot1cm. B begins 1n C minor-the pare.1lel mino? of C major. 
lfere Ravel uaes an inverted mordent, wh1oh should be played on the 
beat just aa it w�s in the Prelude and the Forlane. The main elements 
of contrast to the A section are the ornamentation , the change to a 
slightly slower tempo, the constant dynamic l.evel o! pianissimo, 
chromatioism, e.nd a veey- lyrical, syncopated, piqus.nt melody above a 
drone bass. 
• 
¥ ..; .. :  .� . ; . ' . ·· ·� , "" . " 
It is noteworthy, too, that in this section a:n unusual effect is 
achieved 1n the final phra6$ of the B section wen Ravel cadences un­
expectedly in a major key three times. First, in mm. 66-68, he dwells 
on a G major chord following the use of G minor in the previous measure. 
At m. 76, G sharp ma.jol" and at m. 80, F sharp1 major appear with t.he 
same ele!ll8nt of SUI·pr:i.se. The transitional closing section of section 
B ends on a d.om:.l.na.nt chord aa did the transition at the close of section 
.A., but this time it is the dominant of D ra:ther than c. '!here is then 
ll progression to a n9 chord in the return to the A section. The top 
note of this chord (A) re-1.na unchanged from ita original statement 
(m. l) and. thus, the nDVement to a d9 (or ii in C) is accomplished 
with ease, and tho return of notion A is immediately recognizable . 
In the Ritm%1,.on,, the orosoing of the hands in mm. 3-6 and mm. 
%-99 is an eighteenth-century JZl.ethod a la Scarlatti. 
Ex. 25 mm .  J-4 
I . .. , 
'nlia rrsy be a little illficult until it has been praotioed. '!he ofll¥ 
othar technical problem that might exist for the performer is that of 
touo..lt. Pianists will need considerable control over the aounlG they 
produce , Ravel hac m_a.ny sectiorw of l)ianiasimo througho1lt Le? Tombeau 
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de Couperin. and it may be difficult to prevent flimsineos of tone '?fu.on 
making tonal gradations to a soft dynamic level .  Touch control io 
probably 110st difficult 1n the middle oecticn of the Rifiaudon. Here 
a chordal accompaniment ?lll.lOt balance a mon<Ylic melody in the right 
hand, anl the whole oection is marked Dianis:Jimo. 'll1ere must be a pro--
pcrtionate sense of w@ight employed or the general quality am character 
of softneos, gentleness, aoo even 11g...11tnesa is lost. 
?1 
One further performs.nee problem should be discussed--that of' 
ornamentation. Since Ravel has marked most of his ornaments (inverted 
mordants) with �n accent on the first note e>f the l'lOrdent, he surely 
I 
intended t..�911l to be plqed on the beat in the spirit of the 
els.vecinists. 
Le Tombe&u de Couperin, with the exception of the toccata, is 
virtuosie enough to satisf'y the demands or both those with technique 
of the first order and those with a certain limitation in this 
direotion. 24 And though each piece is framed within an old f'onn and 
given the spirit or the old claveciniste, Ravel used present harmonic 
resourctn, ''but without any attempt at impressionism. n25 
24 Ibid. , pp. 79. 81. -
25ib1d. , p. dl. 
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BBLA BARTOi (1881-1945) 
Bela Bartok was bon1 in Nagyzentmiklos, Hungary, on March 25, 
1881. His tat.her died when he was only seven , leaving his mother the 
burden of supporting the family. She traveled from one section of 
Hungary to anotht11r teaching elementary school and ca.me to live in 
various districts of Hungary. . And so it vas at a. very early age that 
Bartok learned the variecy of his country'" folk muaic. 
Bartok showed un·usual talent 1n 111U•ic at an early age, At a.ge 
ten be had already ISlde a public appearance as a pianist and composed 
several small piano pieces which were very good. After completing early 
study in the niost advanced musical oity of Hungaey--Pressburg-he began 
:further training at the Royal Hungarian Musical AoadeJ1tY at Budapitst. 
His entire musical education took place in his native country, and this 
is probably an biportant factor in ma.king his music from the start so 
very Hungarian, 
In 1904 Bartok was attracted to Hungarian folk music while 
vacationing in the interior o:f .ifungary. He happened to h.ar a group of 
servants einging a strange, haunting melody, different from any he had 
heard be:tor.. Upon investigation, he diaoovered this was one of many 
auoh tunes indigenous to the district, CurioWJit\v arouaed, he decided 
to travel through H·ungary to discover whether other sections of that 
land had their own melodies. He went to remote areas, living with the 
peasants and wri.ting down a.U he could of their m•lodie•. Other ex-
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ten•ive tour• followed with the a1sistanoe of a !n other enthusiasts. 
ledal.7, trained in Budapest and holding a Ph.D. 1n Hungarian folk 
aws1c, "actaal.ly int.Hated Bartok in the study o:f folk mus1c.u26 
With iodaq1 e  help 1n particular, Bartok sy•teaatically collected a.nC. 
acientii'ioally cl.&••ified thouaa.nds of melod1.es froa Hungar.y and other 
oountries, producing an .,tire library of prerloualy unknown Hungarian 
folk song• and est&bliahed hi• na .. in the music world u a reaearoh 
muaioologiat o£ firet importance. As a pioneer in �elk 1'Rl81c research, 
Bartok '• analyse• and skill in reaching anthropological conclusion. on 
th• bad.11 of JW.Sioal comparison of folk material• are or major 
importance. 
In 1907 Bartok was appoint«i protesao:r of the piano at the 
Liast Acad�. He divided his time bet.em lrl.• activities a.s teacher 
and composer, ret'uaing to teach oompo•1tion, and llbat had become 1110st 
impoJ"tant to him in the last thrff y ... ra-exp1oring Hungarian folk 
music. Th• to1k IIU81c that Bartok uncovered vaa very unlike the gypsy 
wodies that Brahu, Liszt, and other compos•rs had exploited ae 
authentic Hungarian music. David Ewm bae dMoribed th• real Hungarian 
folk musiot ''The r96Ll folk mua1o was harder 1n texture, Cl'Uder 1n tech-
niqu•, more austere in spirit. Th• melodi••• written in modal acaJ.ea , 
had an exot.io cha.re.ct.er. The rhythm.e were brok.-i, abru.pt. n2'7 Bartok 
did further reaearch in 1913, going to Roumani& and Ar&bia, in 1932 to 
Egypt, and in 19)6 to Turk.y. 
26 F. E. Kirby, op, 0it. , p. 416. 
27navid Ewen, The Book of Modem Co1lW9sers {New York: Knopf, 
1953 ) .  p. 12. 
Bartok t s  first taste or aucoess came in 1917. He had dis-
covered :1Jl idiom ot his own in which the harsh elements of Hungarian 
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folk MWSic and its rugged spirit were aaaildl.ated into a compositional. 
style that was very expressive a.nd unequaled in his time. Elements of 
the folk 11l\l&ic were incorporated into hi• mu•io, although he did not 
alvays use the actual folk tunes. His earlier works had leaned toward 
the German Romantic movement in which h• waa trained. Some of his 
writing had been influenced by Liszt, Debussy, and Richard Strauss. 
Now his work had bec011 e dissonant, senre, !ieroe , and very definitely 
avoiding both consonance and tonality. Previously, B&rtok had received 
almost no recognition as a C011pOSer and, in :fact, he devoted h1.msel1' to 
the collection of folk songs during the years 1915-1919 because he felt 
himself to be s-11ch a failure 1n composition. It was in the late 19201s ,  
however, wha'\ he .finally won some notio• from abroad with a ballet, The 
-
Wooden Prince, and an opera, Duke Bluebeard's Caat].e. He likewise re-
ceived aoclailn both at home and in Ge�ny. 
During the years between the world wars, Ba.rtok traveled 
throughout Europe and the United State• as a pianist in performance of 
hi.a Olm works as well as of his oontem:poraries. With the rise of 
H1tJ.er, the collaboration of Hungary nth Nazi Gen1&ny, and most of a.ll . 
Ba.rtok's love of freedom a.nd hatred of Nazism, he left his country in 
1940 to live in the Unit&d States. Bartok llved in Ameriea until his 
death in 1945, but the yea.rs mu.st have been very bitter. He was an 
exile rrom a fallen country, he was impoverished, and his health was 
precarious. As his health grew wrse, he became less produetive and 
his financial problems increased . He died of leukemia in 1945. 
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Style 
Bartok':s career as a composer extends from 1903 to 1944. During 
this time there were gredual changes in his stzy'le, but elements of 
central European music are present, to some degree, in a.11 of his works. 
Peter Hansen states the I110st obvious of these influences as 
being 111:.he mod.al scales, free metric ptitterns , avoiding the symmetry of 
the fou.r•ba.r phrase, melodies of narrow compass, and word inspired 
rhytruu, 1128 Hansen says, 11Bartok's mu.sic is original but not eocen-
trio, tor it is based on principles that have marked great music of all 
times. tt29 ''Bartok•s mua1c oombines t.h• oolor of Debussy, the all-
pervading een.ae of form of Beethoven, and th• contrapuntal texture of 
Bach • •  ao 
No mtltteT what combination of elements be incorporated into a 
composition• Bartok believed the true test of real talent lay in matters 
of form. But even so, his pr�ry aim was to touch the heart. Bartok's 
music, though it enoom:p!t.sses the various twentieth century techniquae 
in composition, is more than logioally controlled sounds moving thro:igh 
torm. In this respect, Bartok's approach to composition differs with 
most of th.e trends in twentieth century JIU8ic. His J111Sic is greatly 
•xpressive and subjective in a twentieth century sey-le and, in the 
opinion of the present W'riter, this is what seta him apart from many 
twentieth century composers. Bartok once said, "I cannot conceive of 
music that expresses absolutely nothing, "'1 •'Bartolc•s art recaptures 
28aa.naen, o;e, cit. • p. 2)6, 
29101d. • p, 2J8. 
J0Ib1d. 
31Joaeph Mac-.hlis, Introduction to Contem}??rary Music (New York: 
w. w. Norton Co. • 1961 ) ,  p·. 183. 
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the heroic lyricism of an earlier age. "J2 The lyricism comes fiio!'l1 the 
Hungarian folk wodi.es. Thes-& folk tun••• Which are all based on the 
old modes and pentatonic soal.es, freed him f:rom ll'l&jor and rrd.nor keys. 
And alt.'lougb. Bartok '• writing is often highly chromatic, he never com-
pletel,-r lo.es s1.ght of tonality. Thie does not M8n t.hat he bases 
tonali'ttr on OA<ience ah.o!"d.s, but re.ther on the repeated u•• of ee!"tain 
ton .. , repM:ted. often enough to give th• :f'Ml.ing of a tonal center. 
It is convenient to divide Bartok's career as a composer into 
four periods. Hansen h&8 .-de the follotf1ng divisions: 
Period 1 1  1903-1908 
Period 2: 1908-1926 
Period 3s 1926•1937 
Period 4: 19J7•1945 )J 
Perio4 1 t  1923::\908 
Compositions fMm this period strongly reveal the inO.u�°" 
ot Liszt, St.l'uss, Debussy, and Brahms. His scyle 1.11 ha�nic and his 
patriotism is shown in his long, symphonic poem, K!•suth. 
It was during this pel"'iod in Bart.ok•s career that he bec&nle dis-
couraged with eompoeing becaU8e or lack of interest 1n his mu.aio, and 
his tot?-1 output was rathv small.. Moat of h.1s time waa devoted to the 
eolleeM.on of f'ol."k songs. wnat composing he did do, hOW9Ver, is of 
major i.l!}J?Ort.ance s.nd, in fact, his Allegrp Ba.rbaro for piano was 
revohd:.ionaey as a percus1t1ve pi.ce £or piano. "'11th 1t, all notions 
that nn1sic should be pretty, <flarmil'lg, or bea.ut:l.tul disappear, &nd 
32lb1d • •  p. 191. 
3%.ansen, pp. 225-236 , }?'3.Ssim. 
brute force and angry vehemenc. take their place. "34 The taxture of 
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All•gro l3a!:?!i£9 and the other works during this period and the pre­
oeding one 1• chordal (harmonic). The chords in Allepy Barbaro con-
eiat of aluaters of seconds. 
Bartok1s boldness during these yea.rs ia .xmapl.1f1ed espeoi.Al.'ty 
vell :Ul the t'WO sonatas for violin and pia.'"lo. They are wild and 
rhapsodic. with wide leaps in t.M violin melodi••• constantly shifting 
•ters. aNi ohord• of strang" diaaonance. 
'l'h• J10st important stylistic change in the third period is from 
a pred.ond.n&ntJ.y harmonic text\ll"e to a predominantly contrapuntal texture. 
This period oontains his "riche•t and moat important wrka.11lS,,11s 
counterpoint. which is highly dissonant. reveals a tightness of struc-
ture with extreme olari cy through t..lte ax.act direction of articulation 
marks. A f&nrite device ie a close disson&nt canon. Counterpoint, 
honver. ia generally altem.atad with paaaages or whole movements of 
bal"'!llDnically static Debusayan aeyJ_.,.pieees where sheer aound is the 
moat impol"tant elen111nt. A -cypic&l uample of this would be the third 
110Vement of his Music fpr Stri!!Ss, P�rcu.es!.on and Oeleeta . Tho first 
mov&lint of Mll•ic for- Strings. Perouasion and CeJ.•sta 1a an ex.ample of 
hi.a most ak1Uful 001mtrapuntal methods. 
Period 41 1937•1945 
Bartok's last compositions reveal. a marked stylistic char.ge. 
The violenc• and complication of earlier works are replaced with 
se�ity, lyricism, and siroplicity. 
34rbid. , p. 226. 
35 Ibid. , p. 227 .  -
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One of t�e raost. essential features of B&rtok•s style is hie 
method of de:r.trlng the accompaniJHnt tigurea from contours or the folk 
th-.11 th6mzm: V-?:5 • amt one of the most cons:tst.snt f ea. tu:res is the con-
, 
centration 01·i S'r'.-1�ll interv-.als which reached its height in tha 1920's. 
During tt>.ia t5J1te, melr.xlic inte1"V'als large:r. than a fourth vare mairlly 
a170ide<l. A 1 ..e.. 1Tf'lri te interval i:J the ndnor sooond -which he frequently 
uses 1ri clusters. Hie melodies doubled in seventha and played f ort.1s&imo 
gave hill'I a reputation as being one of the boldest twentieth centu.cy com-
posers. Oft.en in his early writing there &l"(I fourth.s in the melody and 
third.a in 'the hal'!llOny. LAter he used bare thirds much more boldly, 
often tUling a melodie lin9 w1 th them regardless of the harmonic clashe• 
involved.. Anetther f.avorit.e of Bartok's chords is t.he chord with m.ll.jor 
and minor thirdtJ So\D'ldi.ng si.mlltaneousl.y, ldlich he used at every stage of 
his career, especially at first. 
Bal"tak, like Stravinsky, dld much vi th rhythm, achieving a fresh-
ne�s 1.."1 rbythmical ideas never heard be.fore. He is paz-t1cularl.y fond of 
repeated notes s.nd passag� based on alternating patterns, such as his 
Bulgarian 1-hyth.e , whioh •Y have triplf':l and duple meuro.re alternating, 
or five bMts and thrH, ,_,r A combination s1m1.J.ar to this. 
"Mach:Li.s has eU1l'.n!lr1zed Bartok 's use of the varioas trends o! 
his time, saying that 
BH.rtok has incorporated elements ranging from poly­
tonalitq to atonali�, expressionism to neo-classicism, 
folk song to construetivistft, lyricism to puMly dynamic, 
wrought primitivis.11 to the intel.leetual, racey humor to 
groteeiquer:!-9 to the tragic, and nationalism to th� 
universa1 . Jt' 
-----
!!provi.sa tiorJs, Opus 20 
.!.'h•:t lr!rorovisations were written during 1919-1920 and are, 
o&JM w1 tf.t th� &$Cond period of hi3 career, 1908·1926. Each 1mp:rovl-
sat1on :t.s w:-itte-n on A Hungarian folk song and reveals the innuence 
of aton�.li't;y·. The songe are grouped in twos and threes , usus.lly 
oomb1ntng a. slow with a fa.at one. 
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I!pr!yi•tiqn l 
Phrase 2 Pbr!!• 4 Pbr&•• t 
lll!l. 1-4 
fbJo&pe ) 
nn. 9-12 mn. 1)·16 (Co:W.) 
The first improvisation 1• constructed in three tour-measure 
phr&ses with a four-measure coda. The C dori.an melod;y 18 stated 
intact with each. phraee, and the •hon coda is derived .trom the 
F...x. 26 m. 1-4 
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.die first statement is accompanied only by major seconds sounded softly 
above the melody. 'lbe accompaniment in phrase two consists of aiMple 
triads. Parallel major thirds move above the melody forming tri.ada with 
every other note or the ?118loc!y. A cross-relation a-<.lsts bet-� the 
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second s.nC. thi't"d beats of each measure• And a mixture of �· jo:r anc! 
mi.nor sour.ds :result.3 from the eorusistent use of �jor thirds against 
this melody. ·�·h� third statement uses the D minor triatl a.a an orien­
tation point with unrelated triad.a emerging. The meloey is now on the 
top in oet.a-.res �nd, though t.'ie melody itself 18 •till the nme doria.n 
naelody, th$ ad<l.ed broken chord accompanil'Mnt auggests the phrygian �:J�. 
1'h0 coda, dorived from fregmanta of the mel�v. provides a strong 
sense of finality through augmentation 0£ t.he rhyt.hm.. 
i:a th &&oh phrase tho parts should be balanced so that the 
melody is ju.st slightly strmger than the accompaniment. 'l.'h• melody 
or the first phl'Qse ahould be played eoft.1¥, but with intensity. 
Fhrase two requires a slight tuming inward of th• band so that the 
th'Ullb, which plays most of the melody, ay be bett.r oontrolled through 
the support of the whole band and &l.ao provide fuller, rounded tone. 
Pedaling ia important in the third phrue. the daaper .pedal 1'1llst be 
released and brought down again at th• «mot moment or chord change, 
releasing all t..ones before harmonic changN but •till catohing the 
v917 first notee of each chord. 
Tu4prov1sation II 
Phrase 1 
•• 1-9t 
Phrase 2 
Hlraae J 
Transition 
Transition 
mm. 22t-29 
Trapaition 
lll'll. '.)6i-41 
Coda 
-
48�52 
The second improvisation is extremely dissonant and contains 
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•rr:! percussive passage.!. The mel� is partly mixol.ydian and partly 
dorian on c, extending over ar- eight-mea•ur• phrase with many episodic 
interruptions, syncopations . and tempo changes. It is the tempo changes 
between sections, and es�cially within phrases. which gives this 
second improvisation its capricious character. The hal"lllOniea consist 
largely ot ola.ahing seconds; sevenths. and polyohordaJ. oomb1nat1ons. 
The 1nternl. of a •econd is very 1llportant in this pieo•. The aocom-
paniment 1a all ba•ed on the interval of the second , vh1oh oharao-
te�iz•s the aelody. 
The first etateDten.t is preceded by a •trong dissonant sound of 
B and C in the base. !lie left-hand aocom.p&nim81'lt continu•s with a 
de1aend.1ng baas line as the intervals gradually expand. The bass 
JJlOV--.nt is largely 1n seconds. 
BJ 
Ex. 28 mm. 1-4 
. .  � 
At m. 10, a transitional pa•aage of fin _..u:r.a (a typical Ba.rtokian 
il'iterlude) 1• derived from the first phrase in rbythnl, and it too be­
gins and enda with seconds. Interestingly, it begin5 with an augmented 
second in the right hand and an augmented third in the left. It is 
strictly e. percussive passage without melody. 
The second statement (m. 14) presents the same melody found 
in t.he opening, but it begin• this time on the minor second of d sharp 
a.nd e. 'l'h19 statement is also preoed.9<1 by a ••eond in accompaniment, 
but at the interval of a fourteenth. Th• wid• d1stanoe between small 
intervals characterizes thia second ata�ent, and though the rhythmic 
pattern remains the same 1n t.h• acoompaniment, the texture 1s thinner 
and more dissonant as a result. Aco.-ited notes are more strongly 
accented, and llYl'lCOpateci accompaniment is emphasized al.so through. 
ace.its. The transition following the seocmd statement (m. 22) is 
eight measures long, 1'unction1ng as e. t:t"e..nsition into a new key and 
a new setting. The change to A fiat (m. 26) ae the tonic and to the 
treble Hgi.ster with a very legato line, rhythmically eatabl.ishing a 
trill ei'f'eot (m. 26) which expands to the interval of a ninth (a. Z?) 
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and then faa j_nurvsl of a. second (mm. 28-29) • m�ves gradually slowe!' 
at m. '.30. 
tt is l:v •. soo on "pei1 :l.nte:?"!roJ.s, wid1 a'l.M fo\'!nd between the al to and 
sop:ro.no voic;!fts, e.nd the second (1.n the fom of: a siwet1th) in the lr)wer 
parts, �,...ook.ing back and forth bet11 .. er1 the 1.nteMUl or a. second in the 
linear moveme.nt of the bass line. 
1'he chords do not change •.mttl t'l. 35., ·. drone bass effe<':t. resul:ts. 
between t.lie base pr-og.res.sions.. A r.1.!--� .• , 'fhich B!iri:o\r. l:Fl�<i often before 
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polytonality, f'ollowed b,Y a D ll1nor chord which 1• broken into eigl'l�t 
notes in. thiti 00.ss while the top voices ars a re1 ters. ted major second 
of F shal".?• and G sharp also W-)vi.ng 1n eighth notes. The :fourth and 
fifth 111easures of the tl-ansition suddenly progress to Lento. Th.1.s 
slower tAt'�' ts emphasi!t1S<l thNu.gh the augmf.mt'ing of note values and 
breaki.�f the �.,io:r- seconds of the top voices into sinf,le notes, ex­
tend.in� t>i.P +�p voicc:t pa.:� upwards to B, m. 41 ,  which is the leading 
tone of the �ielod,y in th.El last statement at m. 42. Section tour 
{m. 42) is th.� stronges1·,, liveliest., and faste�'t of the improvioa.tions. 
The acceler8ndo begins �iately, working up to a tempr.; of Ein. msto 
at the ood». (m. 50) and crescendoing to !!!. 1n the last m.ea.suro. The 
melody :ts n.ow doubl� at the oete.ve with a broken oho:rd accompaniment 
ot a C.:U'fe,..e:n t. t.onali� moving in stAtady eighth notes in evracy ot.her 
m.ea�. 't'h.1.s accompanimtmt begins enhal""lll0n1cally on a n()te !orming a 
major ��ond m.th the melod;r. but lt is placed a. f11.'teenth lower. This 
bass n!'t.� 1 15  the strongest .;i.ceented note in th• pi.ce, adding to the 
tstrong t1Mlee of drive and pressing tension �ich eulrains.tes in �· fiery 
and w.1.1� tour""ll!eaS'llre eoda. This coda, ir• a new tonality, :i.s based on 
the :rhythm and the di:s�c1i;ance o� cltishi."'lg seconrla S...'l'ld sevenths. 
'nle piece derive!! its pe:rcussive. disso1umt, 9.nd cnp1-1.cio\US 
etf�t. f't".')Jll th� exact execution of the numerous artic:ulation mark1 and 
frequent t.mp1 changes. 
Introductior1 
ne. 1-2 
mm. 10-15 
Phrase 3 
mm. 18-21 
Phrase 5 
mm. 31-34 
Improvisation III 
Section 1 
flh.raso 1 
Mll1. 3-9 
Section II 
Transition 
:mn. 16-17 
Section III 
Phraee 4 Bridge 
mm. 22.-25 
Section IV 
Phrase 6 Coda 
-
mm. J5-38 
The third improvisation is divided into four sections with a 
coda. The :parlando, ruooto melody is set, first, to a nocturnal acco:.11-
panimenta a gruppetto embracing two perfect f �urt.hs on adjacent notes 
( C  sharp and D)--a tone cluster. 
�. JO ll!Tl. 1-2 
8? 
tations of the piece and res1.1.lt2, t.inally, i."1 '!.l quasi-polytonality of 
three ton.al µl.r.1.rHMi a.t m. ')9. 1."ha �ody is stat&cl. first {mm. 3-9) in 
·the il2. �gian r10C!� with :s. resultant. po1.ytona1 e.ff&ct again.st the tone 
cluster. Ph.re.tile two (tll!Jl. 10-15) is separated from -phrase one only by an 
iaig:bth rest.. ·rha melo<ly 1• presented here in the D rdxo]Jrdian mode. 
moving in a slotJ off'bea. t style. 
!111'1. 10-12 
melodic outline of a fou.rth. 
Sectien III begins at nt. 18. The melody i• presented twioe--
the first stat.Ament beginnil\g on F (m. 18) and th• seco."ld (m. 22) on 
B na t. 'rhe pGlytonal. accompa.nima'lt is similar in rhythm to the pre-
root is doubled at the octave vith a third on top instead of the qus.1·ta.l 
hal"IW:>ny. Beginning ll. 2' th.are is a bridge of five measures with a 
pedal point, in the ba••, on F. 'lbe pick-up to m. 26 and the following two 
measures are the same in melodic outline and aelodic rhyth!I. as tho t.....-an­
sition &t m. t6. At. •· 28 an internlll :pedal point on A is eot.1\blished. 
The chords above the bass pedal. point contain F sharpe and A sharps. 
a.nd the polytonal effect is strong with the pedal points of A and F 
natural. 
Ex. 32 
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Section IV begins at m. 31 with the melody built on the s. 
phrygian mode as it was originally. This statement waivers between 
nats and sharps. 1'he inner accompanying parts, doubled at the 
octuve, form fourths and fifths with the meloey and bass line. 
' _.·�x. 33 mm. 30-33 
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Meusures 38 and 39 are an �ate repetition o:! the melody. 
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The coda seem.s to be derived from several elements 'Which have 
been used at lengt..'1 up t..o this point. The interval of the fourth and 
the quartal b.9.r.mony have occurred fracruently; their importance seems 
to compare lrith the importance of the second in the �fXlond improvi .. 
sation. The coda is built on quartal harmony o! one chord , which is 
constrnctae polytonally and functions in a similar fashion to the tone 
clueter in tho (')pening and the pedal points thereafter. 
:1::1 �rforming the third improvisnt:l.<m it may be difficult for 
the performe� U> produce the colorless sound of the nocturnal accom­
paniment in the first section. The goal is to play this as softly as 
possible. It will be e&sie:r to accomplish if the fingers are in con­
tact with the keys befetre depressing. Also, it might be helpful to 
k"ep the fingers nat for a 11l0!'6 subdued tone. 
Phrase 1 
:mm. 1-6 
Phrase ) 
mm. 17·2.3 
!!g?rovisation IV 
Section I 
Phrase 2 
·m:ni. 7-1;?. 
Section II 
Phrase 4 
mm. 24-31 
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'fra.nsi tion 
::n:n. 13-16 
mm. J2-40 
The fourth improvisation 1• constructed 1n two sections, each 
containing two phrases, vi.th a transitional passage preceding section 
II, and ends with a coda. 
't'b• first two statements of seotion I have an accompaniment of 
a turning os�to figure above the melody. 
Ex. 34 11111. 1-2 
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In t.he second statement the intervals are expanded. Th• osti.n&to figure 
is a ninth above the melody rather than a second. The melody of phrase 
one is in G major. The second phrase (lm!l. '7-12) is in C major with a 
C minor arpeggi.atea figure preceding the first note of e�ch measure. 
At m. 13 a bridge gradually accelerates into a faster section at m. 17. 
At first the transitional passage seems to be merely an extension of 
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the la.st :measure of phrase two, but wit.� th!! first m.aasiire of section 
II its f'llllction is realized. · The melody or t..his section is :iccor.�niee 
°b'J material f'ro!U the transition. The "Jelody is now on top, rith ser-van 
measures now, and shifts up an a.uginen ted second in the fourth 111easure of 
t.."ie phrase . It. begins "3nharmonioa.lly in �'1.s key of E major, suddenly 
moving up to G major, as originally st.ated. 'Zn� firet part, in F major, 
is accompanied in F minor, and the second bJ31£, i.n G major, is acco!'!• 
panied in r.: f1.c.:.t rlJkl.jor. The first i.."lteMal be.tween the voices in each 
measure of this section is a. aeventh or, :L�vertad, a minor second. 
'!he tense, pinched soun�s of tbe minor second, the higher :regis-
ter, the trills for greater accent, and the f'3.ster tempo all oont'ribute 
to the inor&'lsing drive leading to t�e po:tnt of climax in m. 2$ .  
Ex .  35 M':!le 2.6-zq 
Th9 coda (m. J4) is based on percuss:ive, syncopa.t&J open fifths 
derived from the climax, with tho rising thircy-seoond note figure, 1""11.ich 
has bMn used 'to lead into each nevr phrase, for thematic coherence • . 
This piece should be played in a humorous fashion. Th<3 ostinato 
figure at the beginning nmst be very light and playful. The trills, 
especia.1.ly those played while holding dm"M. another note with the t.hurc.h, 
ara easier to play ii' t.'ley are begcr: on t1:w /']::;t in note and. are probably 
Introduction 
Dll!l. 1-4 
Bridge 
mm. 21-26 
COda (canon) 
-
mm. 55-68 
Improvisation V 
Section I 
Phrase 1 
IU!ll. 5-12 
P!lrase J 
mm. 27-34 
Section III 
Phre.se 5 
mm. 48-51 
Section IV 
Phrase 2 
Phrase 4 
Phrase 6 
mm • .52-.54 
The 1 .. ifth improvisation is divided into f'our main sections. 
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Each statement becomes bigger in sotmd and 1'ul.ler in texture. Lika t.}).e 
second improvlsation, it is very percussive but in a different way. The 
accompaniment ls largely responsible for the percussiveness or t..lte 
second improvisa. ti.on. �a th t.'li.e fifth 1mprov1sa t1on the nielod\r is more 
strongly a.cCEmti�d , articulated , and percussive than the accompaniment. 
Its eight-1?1easu.re .1·1olody, stated. forte, is btPlt on the pent.a.tonic 
sea.le. '!'he :first stater11ent in the treble register i8 preceded by a 
pe�ssive nrlno:r- seconCi, C sharp-D, which is syncopated and functions 
as a peda.l poi'11t wi·i:.h the entrance of the melody at m. 5. 
In the second phrase beginning at m.. 13, a C natural is added to the 
accompaeying pedal point, and the melody is stated an octave lower. 
In thie atatement a.ltemate measures are preceded by an arpeggiated 
figure, which helps to provide stronger accent in thi-s more f oroeful 
second statement. 
9:3 
At n. 21, s transitional pasaage, deriTed from the melody and 
rhyth:.m of this i..rrprovisation, moves in single notes to sect.ion II. At 
m. 25 th• op.en sou.nds of the drone f'iftha, a. prominent feature of the 
second section, a.re alre.s.dy heard. Measure Zl marks the beginning of 
this section. rhe melody is now on top, beginning on th• same note as 
it did or'lginally 'out with an accompaniment in A fiat. As ea.eh phrase 
becomes bigger in sound a.".'ld fuller in text'Ure, Y4. Z? is now at a level 
of fortissimo. There is now an open fi.fth a.ccompaniment, still eynco-
pated, as well .s.tt ari internal pedal point. Tr11.ls are added to st.ronit,y· 
accented second bea.t.s in the melody with f!1V8rY other measure. 
'fhe. second jilrase in this section is even rnort3 pronounced, a.nd at this 
point (11. J.5) &11 four voices move in rhythm. and the i..."'lterva.1 of a 
fifth predomillates :in the upper two voices now as well as the botto!ll 
two. Tension is further created here as the melody is doubled at the 
fifth above. 
A. bridge o:i:' five m&asu.:-es follows section II (mm. 4J-47 ) .  It 
is a. very sudden contrast. dropping to mezzo-forte in the first measure 
and piano 1n the $econd and then gradually' building &nd i:i.ocele�.ting 
to section III at m. 48.· The strong accent of both first and seoone 
heats is her9 replaced with an eighth re-st on the first half of b&at. one 
in $B..Oh mea�. The whole passage se� to swoop up to seeti<l'<l III in 
grace.f'ul movemant. There is no actual !118lody. 'l"h& movement is bg..soo 
largel;:r on harmonic change, as the top voice is nothing more than a 
reiterated turn of a fourth. 
At m.. 48 (section Ill) the melody is fragmented with ideas fro"!!! 
the bridge passage placed in between fragments. 
• 48-.50 
. l ../!- . 
.. -
I 
_ _;:.I�\�\ 
L � ..e.. �· -,.. 
-
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L 
a.nor soventh chords in a di1'£oront toruil.iw accompllr!Y the fragmentary 
ts of the melody. 'Ehlle the three lo; r voices move togother 
riiytlud.ce.lly and tom wide intervals with th elcx\Y of ninths and 
sevenths. In m. Sl a ca.non , on the melody et the lover 1.xth, he.stens 
the cul.mina.tion of the pii ce. appoo.rs , first, at the distance of' 
one measure. and then of e. �- sure with percussive choral clusters 
as e. cadence. 
• 
rk. 39 m. 6B 
f secco 
., 
\/ 
Again, the trills sre oasier to pluy 11' they Are i::egun on the 
min note an d ,  in th opinion or th present writer, !t ia ®re per-
cusoive. 
Sect19Jl l 
1':!!',!.8! 1 
<ltll. 1-.5 
Phrae '� 
"""'- 12-t 4 
fhran 6 
mn. 20-21 
S5t1on if 
fhp.se 9 
-. 27-32 
Imprs>visation Vl 
Section II 
Phre.ae 2 
m. 6-9 
�ctisro Ill 
Interlude 
-· 15-16 
Section "IV 
f'hra•e Z 
... 22-25 
�Se l 
Ullle 10-11 
Pbra•• 5 
m. 17-19 
Ph:rase 8 
m. 25-27 (lat part) 
'nle sixth improrlaa.tion is written on the song, "Mu.st I Kiae 
/Jh!J Old Han?u It may be divided into five 1'$1n sections. Its melcxt,y 
ia bu.ilt an the pentatonic seal.a and 1a &.'tvays stated cm the black keys. 
The aooomp&nbaent is played largel.y on the llhite keys with a resultant 
bitonal cleavage. 
The first statement, in the left hand in broken octaves, begins 
•lowly. The trellolo effect 1l\ the right hand and the broken octnves 
repr.Hnt the trembling old !!9n. The tremolos are an integral part of 
the ir:iprov1sa.t1on. In Me 3 there is an acceleration and crescendo as 
th(? octave passage bl"Mke into an tlp"Aard, ru.shir.g motion, croa1ing abow 
ti;� aecomy�irne.nt � ending abruptly with great :force on what ao1.mds 
., 1ka th-e }11gh point of e clima..i>:. 
sx. 40 IJ1111. 4-S 
11ccci 
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;. ,. ':" - .i ,. . ;- � '"'""t:."._- - -r- • � . "?"' ·'·'· .-��: .. ·�.· . . . 
:rare °ti'l.o o1d man 719.Y be chasing a youns girl. After a full co·J.nt of 
dee.d s:Uoooe • a. peaceful, lyrical , and sw-eet contra.st follows ,  r@pre-
sentin�.i; +.he coqut:ltry of t..11 e young girl. It is a very deliCJ-1tc section 
wl th an lmusual rbyti.i.."ldcsl pattern in the ruelocl�r. An extra. eigh:l.::.1 note 
in the me).od._v is worked. int...o t.�e 4/li meter through two gX'oupings o:f 
qubtuplets. Gri-..c� notes and trills add to its lyrical quality. 
- - -
extended into a. pass;.ge reserfuling--in it.s reflective nature-the seconc. 
lyrical section. 4·d:. :'!. 20, sect'ion IV, ·111.e opening ther.ie breaks forth 
" .-:1 
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by the melod.'\.c structure with its major seconds. The idea ot the 
trembling old 1.na.n is acaentuat.d here through the trellolo of the ninths 
above the melody. ..6.. t m. 2.5 the action slows down almost to a halt 
before accelerating in Biil• Z1·32 to a wild a.nd f'uriowa olo•1ng, which 
culminates in the original id• ot theme presentation, with the cros-
11ng of hands and abrupt halt at the high pout of a cre•oendo. 
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liiwrovisa. tion Vil 
Section I 
Phrase 1 Phrase 2. Phrase 3 Phrase 4 
mm. 1·'3 mm. 7·12 mm. 12-15 
Section II 
Phrase 5 Phrase 6 Hirase 7 Phrase 8 Coda -
J:l1l'lle 16-18 mn.t. 24-28 mm. 29-JJ 
Bartok has deslgne:te�. the seven th i..1ttprovisa. tion as 11a. la memoi·re 
I 
de Claude Debuss-y. u'.3'1 It. -was also published in e. memorial album wi t.11 
an homage to C"°J.a•ltle l)ebussy by other composers, including Raval and. 
Ss.tie. 
The seventh improvlss.ti<m, in two se.ctions, is based on lll'l f' 
a.eolian ?.'1.9lody 1filie3:>. i� presented o'!'loe, a. t the begi."'llli."lg of each 
section. 
The first statement, (mm. 1-3) ascends firmly in oot9.ves 'Iii.th 
a Dtirror e.t!'ect at the olos& or the phrase. 
'}? ' Bela Bartok, ;L-nprovi_!;ttio!ls, Opus ,20 (London : Joosey .'.1.�c 
H��"ke3, i9J9 ) ,  p. 12. 
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WhUe the last note or th mel� is being held by the pedal, chords 
(built 1n layer::; t sound) are softly played in a contrary line creating 
a mirror. Th 'Wid intervals and cd.l'ema gist.Grs Of these ahordD aro 
i.mpressionietio. The secom and third phraae of section I nro ex­
tensiOns of t.'lo �oey, and both nd with s1rl11.e.r imJ»."essionistic 
eff ts e S c·tJ.on I clou w1 th tw p."'lraaeu of thirda in cont.racy 
ti.cm ,  eon:ts.1..nin cro sed relatione--�nd though th are widely apo.cod, 
th 1 ch dissonanc • 
In s ti.on II, " 16. th mol.Qcly turns a fifth higher then 
th origin snt. It 1.a tated again 1n octav , but it is now 
h rd r.tth si �teneous bar..t:mio ll!OVOlll..ent. 'l'he mal0<%Y l!!USt be brought 
_out, e i. t 1. e. lawer ��t ot the chordal. progression. 
Ex. 4, 13---14 
> . � 
A f ou..-voiaed pssss.ga follows (m. 24) based on fourths and thirds 
IVing in voey jagged line and fonning cont'l'0.l'7 �tion betw the linese 
A coda. (m. 29) closes th improvisation. It i elev echo 0£ 
the �' e 1 st pbras • 
!mJ?!YY!•&tion ytII 
-· 5-8 -. 9-1 3 
Section II 
Aire.•• J r.pterlude 
s12t1on III 
C!pop 
-· 5)-64 
rnw1ve• 
-· 1)-21 
The eighth ·ll11J12."0v1.Ration 'l.lS&s the song, t•non•t, pto-w :'.J.n the 
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winter, but stay 1.n bed and play wit11 th� wif''!, 11 It is constl"'Q.ot.ad 1n 
1!16nt �.r: preced.€Y.1 by .: f nr-br:.:.- irrtT"cd:uction whieh continues wit.."1 the 
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T'ne melody it.self (B dorian) begins in oat.aves .forming a bitonal effect 
with the synoopated pedal. The secorid four sures of th first 
phrase (lll!:!. 5-1J) lll"e light.or a.nd quicker with cho:rds �lvlsizing the 
otrong.ly accented notes of the loctv. A � interludo ( • 13:21) 
' 
rived f'roz:i th le.st th notes of the cr.�. is :reiterated th n 
gradual nugmentat1on of tho rilytludc pattern. There is i11creas1ng driv 
and djsaonance as the vo1ume increefles and th hands movo further apart. 
Tho interlud c.1.osas with dissonant, 1'J.dely spaced chords msrked sforzando. 
Section ll, m. 22, is introduced. d.t.h re ted minor eco:r:ls 
in th treble gist.or with a minor tM.rd added below 1n m. 23. This 
constant eighth-note pattern is varj.ed slightly mth � sts e.nd finally 
bGC0?11e tho o.ccoI!lp8rl.irlsnt ·with the trance of the mslody in n. 28, 
W.ilo a coun rawlocy in the alto voic g:tns, at first in fragments 
at � 24, f'ineJly devi iJ.oping into f'oreShru:lowing f th canonic 
seotioJl III. · The tr1pleto tMch lead 1.nto the lnst note of ch phrase 
expand in interml.s w1:'"h each eta� t. 
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A lengthy 1nterludtiJ follows (lllll. 38-.52) consisting or a variety of 
material. It i.8 all typically Bartek-based mos� on rhythm. The 
end ot the last:. sta'ts..YGent o! section II is turned 1.'lto an eighth-note 
• rhythm with bitona.l ha1'm0nic movement that accelerates into a faster 
tempo. The same tQpe of rhyth..'11.ic idea continues, but eighth rests delay 
the continuous effect of repeated eighth notes. Abruptly a rocking 
b'9ss, e1g.'hth·"rlote plltt.e.rn begi.i'"ls moving at a slower tempo (m. 45). The 
fi:rst fragmen L of tha �anon 1mich is used in se�tion III is inserted in 
a muoh faster tempo al.most im.m.edlately a.ft.er this 'Dass phrase begins. 
•rne ortginal ld€1a or this irrte-r,luda then continues tdth added rhyt.:unic 
str'3&E thro� a :.!"apeated note, duplicating the recurring F in the bass. 
After th.:1.a ph:. .. as., (mm. 47-52) h.i.i.!> aocelera.ted to m.. 49, there i!I .g, 
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Section III (m. 5J) is a canon at the t.ritone, the melody 
being sl1ghtJ.y -;izr.?liflecl.. 
Sei�tion IV begins at m. 65 with reiterated chords composed of 
two t.Y.·it.4,·n�s :.i. pe:r•i"eet fourth apart. At m. 69 the melody is presented 
.doubled i...., tin� octaves wit..l\ the dissonant offbeat chords that int.t"O-
duced. t�"l.i.s e�ction being used for- pmctua ti.on. 
. . � 
?l#A-v'Uf ,:sst'"o 
-
-
- T 
.. 
•,:' :···� 
•· . .  �-. 
There is· a large range of the piano keyboard involved here, and three 
stave9 are used. Thia section is me.jestic ai'rl ends with a brisk 
parallel m·V'e.l'llent of lines into a final dissonant chord of quart.al 
h•.mon;r 1n the t�ble register at sfft. -
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